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ABSTRACT 
José Siqueira is one of the most influential and productive Brazilian composers of 
the twentieth century. He crafted a compositional system in 1941 which he called the 
Trimodal System, based on the three most present scalar modes in the Brazilian 
Northeastern folkloric tradition. As a composer of nationalist impulse, the process of 
developing the system was inspired by a desire to create a music that truly represented 
Brazilian culture. This originated what can be called his Trimodal compositional period, 
characteristics of which would persevere through his future compositions. 
 This research analyzes Siqueira’s Concertino for Violin and Chamber Orchestra 
(1972) through the lens of his system. In his book, “O Sistema Modal da Música 
Brasileira,” the composer does not mention any of his concertinos as examples of pieces 
in which he utilized the Trimodal System. This study, however, observes that the System 
was embedded in his compositional style, even though he did not overtly make this claim. 
The examination of the piece also utilizes set-theory and pitch-class centricity in a post-
tonal analytical approach.  
 Pitch-class coherence is sought through the methodology developed by clarinetist 
 
 viii 
and professor Aynara Silva (2013). In her research she listed 45 prominent pitch-class 
sets in Siqueira’s system. Thus, this present research aims to provoke a reflection 
regarding the placement of the violin concertino within the system, opening a new field 
of study for additional scholars to further investigate his concertinos.  
In addition to the analytical viewpoint, this dissertation provides guidance on the 
violinistic aspects of the piece, incorporating relevant elements from the violin technique 
found in the piece. As fruit of this research, this work includes the first revised edition of 
the concertino’s piano reduction and the violin part, working directly from Siqueira’s 
autograph. This edition will make the piece more accessible to players, possibly resulting 
in it being played more often, and in turn, being known by the general public as well as to 
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José Siqueira is among the most prominent Brazilian composers of the twentieth 
century. He is primarily known for his symphonic compositions, most with a nationalistic 
character, however, he wrote for a great myriad of musical genres. Siqueira was also an 
important leader who spared no effort toward the benefit of the musical community. His 
contributions include the creation of the Orquestra Sinfônica Brasileira (Brazilian 
Symphony Orchestra) and the Ordem dos Músicos do Brasil (Brazilian Order of 
Musicians.) After being a composition professor in the National Music Institute for 35 
years, his career was severely impaired by the Brazilian military regime. As a man with 
strong political views, he was persecuted, his music was banned from concert halls, and 
his output was purposely set aside. There are vast academic materials dedicated to 
composers such as Heitor Villa-Lobos, Mozart Camargo-Guarnieri, Cláudio Santoro, 
Edino Krieger, among other major Brazilian composers. There are plentiful recordings 
and edited scores of these composers’ music, as well as a considerable number of 
academic articles, theses and dissertations. Although there is an ongoing movement 
towards the rediscovery of Siqueira’s history and oeuvre, the composer can still be 
considered “forgotten” since there is a noticeable lack of edited scores and writings about 
him, especially as compared to his contemporaries. The opportunity to research the work 
of this composer, especially while working in the United States, and spreading his legacy, 
is a privilege. 
The main scope of this study is to provide a detailed investigation of Siqueira’s 




System. The analysis of the piece is separated by movements in chapters four, five and 
six. Although the piece does not represent a total break with familiar sonorities from the 
tonal system, the analysis operates from a post-tonal standpoint, utilizing set-theory in 
order to find pitch-class coherence. The methodology chosen for this work was based on 
the research of clarinetist and professor Aynara Silva, in which she proposes 45 harmonic 
sonorities present in the System, from dyads to pentachords. These sonorities are 
primarily recognized by their prime forms and may appear in multiple transpositions. In 
pursuance of this approach, each of the analysis chapters will list the most prominent 
Trimodal sonorities. Finding pitch centricities is also a paramount aspect in this analysis, 
as well as seeking the scale collections that relate to the modes of the System. Siqueira 
does not include any of his concertinos in his discussions of his Trimodal pieces, 
however, since he does not specifically delimit what makes a piece Trimodal, this 
research intends to investigate the piece’s tonal, modal, atonal, and Trimodal 
characteristics.  
This study has the purpose of enriching the scholarly investigation of Siqueira’s 
violin repertoire. It is striking to notice that, although a decent number of academic works 
about the composer were produced, very few are focused on the violin repertoire. An 
example is the dissertation, “Styles and Extended Techniques in 6 Works for Violin from 
Paraíba since 1952,” in which violinist Vladimir Rufino primarily focused on violin 
technique as applied to Siqueira’s Second Violin Sonata, drawing parallels between its 
stylistic character and that of Northeastern folklore. Renata Simões Borges da Fonseca 




publishing the article “Estrutura e Coerência Atonal no Primeiro Movimento da Segunda 
Sonata para Violino e Piano de José Siqueira,” (Structure and Atonal Coherence in the 
First Movement of José Siqueira’s Second Violin Sonata). In this paper they analyzed the 
first movement of the piece from an “atonal” standpoint, finding recurrent melodic pitch-
class organizations, utilizing set theory. Although relevant, these papers only represent an 
incipient approach towards the exploration of Siqueira’s works for violin. The composer 
wrote three violin concertos, two sonatas, and a dozen small pieces, many of which exist 
only in manuscript form. In this respect, this dissertation also urges other violinists to 
consider this repertoire as grounds for further research. 
In the first chapter, I will discuss Siqueira’s biography and his political influence 
in the society, the transformations that he provoked on behalf of the musical class, and 
his political involvement and the consequences of his choices given the historical context 
in Brazil. I will discuss the paths of a young, Northeastern Brazilian musician in the 
Brazilian National Music Institute, as both a student and as a professor. The goal here, is 
also to contextualize the Brazilian political scene in the twentieth century, and how that 
interfered with Siqueira’s musical activity. Moreover, the chapter advocates for the 
necessity of rediscovering the composer’s history and oeuvre, pointing out measures that 
are being taken toward this end.  
Chapter two discusses Siqueira’s compositional styles. Firstly, I review the 
compositional trends that were being developed in Europe at the beginning of the 
twentieth century, and how these movements influenced the Brazilian musical scene. 




previously initiated by Heitor Villa-Lobos. I will discuss the divergent viewpoints of 
renowned Brazilian scholars and how they place Siqueira within the Brazilian 
Nationalism movement, furthermore, I will exam Siqueira’s three compositional periods. 
Lastly, the chapter will show how his approach to ethnomusicological research 
influenced his styles. 
The third chapter of this research focuses on introducing Siqueira’s Trimodal 
System. To this end, it will present his thoughts on crafting an authentic Brazilian music, 
embodied with an “essential nationalism.”1 Although not completely abandoning familiar 
sonorities from the tonal practices, this system aims to utilize the folkloric elements in 
combination with a modernist approach. The system promotes the use of three scalar 
modes (Mixolydian, Lydian and Lydian-Mixolydian), and their three derivative modes 
(Phrygian, Dorian and Phrygian-Dorian). He also prescribes that chords should preferably 
be constructed by various stackings of 2nd, 4th and 5th intervals, (such as G–C–D or C–D–
G–A), and through the addition of “extra” notes to diatonic triads, (such as C–D–E–G or 
C–E–F–G). 
Besides the analytical approach given to the concertino, this research also 
provides violinistic interpretational guidance in the seventh chapter. The technical 
subjects treated may help violinists to not only better interpret the piece, but to also 
deepen their knowledge of certain violin concepts. With the purpose of making the 
concertino more accessible—placing the piece among the prominent Brazilian violin 
repertoire—this work presents my edition based on Siqueira’s autograph of the piano 
 
1 José Siqueira, O Sistema Modal na Música Folclórica do Brasil (João Pessoa: Secretaria de 
















Figure 1.1. José Siqueira. 
 
José de Lima Siqueira was born in 1907 in a town known as Conceição in the 
state of Paraíba, northeastern Brazil. His contact with music began early—his father had 
been a band director and taught all sorts of wind instruments. As a boy, Siqueira chose 
the trumpet as his main instrument, which accompanied him during his childhood and 
teenage years. Years later, he was admitted as first trumpet for the army division located 
in João Pessoa, the state capital of Paraíba—this represented a fulfillment of his own 
patriotic desires. In the course of his time in the military school, Siqueira had his first 
music theory and solfège lessons, stimulating his ambitions to become a composer. Still 
in the army, 1925–1926, Siqueira joined troops that were sent to persecute a famous 
communist movement in Brazil called Coluna Prestes,2 (Prestes Column,) led by Luís 
 
2 Alan Riding, “Brazil’s Red Knight of Hope: Unhorsed but Undoubted.” The New York Times, 1994, 






Carlos Prestes (1898–1990).3 This was Siqueira’s first contact with communism, and 
although he initially fought against the people who were propagating it, he would later 
defend and pursue this ideal. 
In 1927, the young Siqueira moved to the city of Rio de Janeiro, at that time 
Brazil’s capital, to join the military band of Realengo.4 In 1930, he decided to follow-up 
with compositional desires, beginning his studies in piano, music theory and composition 
at the National Music Institute.5 Brazilian musicologist and librarian Luiz Heitor Corrêa 
de Azevedo (1905–1992) described Siqueira’s innate musicianship: “The record time in 
completing his harmony and fugue exams, […] in the Institute was famous.”6 He was so 
adept at his studies and gained so much prestige in the school that in 1934, one year after 
his graduation, he was hired as a substitute teacher in the same institution. In 1938, he 
became an official faculty member through a rigorous hiring process to be the harmony 
teacher. “His presence was expected, because he was one of the most brilliant students of 
the school. There were bonds that linked him to the institution,” says Ribeiro.7 This was 
the beginning of a long teaching career. 
Additionally, Siqueira made a successful career as a conductor. Between the years 
of 1940–1969 he conducted several orchestras of high caliber throughout the world. In 
 
Prestes’ Column was a rebellion movement, initiated in 1922, against the Brazilian government. The 
movement, led by historic Brazilian guerrilla leader Luis Carlos Prestes, was a militia with foot 
soldiers who made forays through the Brazilian interior for two years.  
3 In 1945, Prestes became leader of the Communist Party of Brazil, founded in 1922. 
4 A neighborhood in Rio de Janeiro which houses a large military post. 
5 After 1937 it became the National Music School and in 1965 the Music School of the Federal 
University of Rio de Janeiro. 
6 Luiz Heitor Corrêa de Azevedo, História e Músicos do Brasil: História–Crítica–Comentários (Rio 
de Janeiro, Livraria-Editôra da Casa do Estudante do Brasil, 1950), 327. 





the United States, he conducted the Philadelphia, Detroit and Rochester symphony 
orchestras. In Europe, he conducted the Orchestre philharmonique de Radio France, the 
Rome Symphony Orchestra, Orchester des Leipziger Kortvereins, and the Orquestra 
Sinfônica da Emissora Nacional de Lisboa, among many others. He also toured in the 
Netherlands in 1955–56 in the cities of The Hague, Rotterdam and Amsterdam, where he 
conducted several concerts of his oratorio, Xangô.8  In fact, he would also use these 
international concerts to propagate his own music. An illustration of Siqueira’s 
recognition as a composer was his participation as a jury member in the Warsaw Youth 
Festival composition in 1955, and the Moscow composition competition in 1957 with 
Dmitri Shostakovich as the jury president. As an avid researcher he spent two years in 
France beginning in 1953, where he refined his compositional and conducting skills, 
studying with Tony Aubin (1907–1981), Olivier Messiaen (1908–1992), and Eugène 
Bigot (1888–1965), in the Paris Conservatory, with additional musicology studies at the 
Sorbonne.  
In collaboration with other musicians and intellectuals, Siqueira contributed to the 
creation of some important musical institutions in Brazil, for instance, the Orquestra 
Sinfônica Brasileira (Brazilian Symphony Orchestra). He became the orchestra’s first 
president, and during these years of leadership, he established youth concerts as well as 
young soloists’ and composition competitions. He managed to put together the first roster 
of subscribers to the orchestra, raising money and boosting its national recognition. These 
actions were part of Siqueira’s wishes to make the orchestra a popular institution. Other 
 




orchestras that Siqueira contributed to creating include the Orquestra da Radio do 
Ministério da Educação e Cultura (later known as the Orquestra Sinfônica Nacional), 
Orquestra Sinfônica do Rio de Janeiro, and the Orquestra Sinfônica de Recife (the capital 
of the northeastern state of Pernambuco). Additionally, along with Villa-Lobos, he helped 
to forge the Academia Brasileira de Música (Brazilian Music Academy), and later on, he 
conceived of, and created, the União de Músicos do Brasil (Union of Brazilian 
Musicians), later replaced by the Ordem dos Músicos do Brasil (Brazilian Order of 
Musicians). This last institution was created and still functions as the official government 
regulatory department, having the role to not only supervise but to promote music as a 
profession throughout the country. Due to his leadership and influence in the music 
community and official organizations, Siqueira helped to launch the careers of some of 
the most distinguished Brazilian musicians. By utilizing part of the Brazilian Symphony 
Orchestra funds, he sponsored young, Brazilian conductor, Eleazar de Carvalho (1912–
1996), who went to the United States in order to have lessons with the conductor of the 
Boston Symphony Orchestra, Serge Koussevitzky (1874–1951). In addition, he helped 
Brazilian cellist Aldo Parisot (1918–2018), to first go to the United States, where he 
settled and made a long-lived career as a pedagogue at Yale University. Azevedo (1950, 
328) honors Siqueira’s relevance to the musical community, “Siqueira is surely not the 
best composer of his generation. But to the society in which we live, he is the most 
useful, the most indispensable. And the scarcity of men like him in our type of society, 
which favors the individual genius who is unsatisfactory in their administrative abilities, 




It is impossible to disassociate Siqueira’s musical life from his political life, 
especially because he invested so much of his efforts toward social matters that would 
affect the profession. As an individual with strong political convictions, Siqueira used to 
emphatically defend his views and clearly deliver his opinions—he would consider 
himself a communist, displeasing many of his peers and important figures in society. 
Current conductor of the Orquestra Sinfônica de João Pessoa, Laércio Diniz, attributes 
Siqueira’s approach to communism to his willingness to help other people, and to his 
claim that any government should provide equal opportunities for every person in order 
to have a thriving life. 
When people reach success, some prefer to isolate themselves and enjoy their 
own victory, others choose to reach out and help other people to achieve the same 
level. José Siqueira surely was part of the second group. In his political mindset, 
communism was a way to share his victories in life—to diminish the social 
injustices, and offer the same opportunities he had, as a Northeasterner who 
relocated to Rio, for everyone.9 
 
 
In 1969, the military regime in place in Brazil from 1964–1985, compulsorily 
retired Siqueira from his position, in the now called the Music School of the Federal 
University of Rio de Janeiro, with the allegation that he was in service of the radical left. 
His positions leading the Brazilian Symphony Orchestra and Brazilian Order of 
Musicians were replaced by other personnel, with the government accusing him of using 
these institutions as tools to conspire against the regime. As the government felt that 
these punishments were not enough, most of his work was censored during that time. 
Brazilian composer Ricardo Tacuchian described this situation in his article published in 
 
9 Laércio Diniz, “Finalmente o reconhecimento: a solidão de um gênio ignorado no seu próprio país,” 




the Portuguese journal, Glosas, in May, 2015: “The Brazilian orchestras stopped inviting 
him to conduct, afraid to have their names linked to a ‘subversive’ person. Just a few 
friends and former students stood by his side, afraid to compromise themselves.”10 
Although Siqueira was a prolific composer, this persecution explains why there is 
still only a modest appearance of the composer’s pieces in concert halls today, hence it is 
easy to understand the lack of formal editions of his compositions, including his 
Concertino for Violin and Chamber Orchestra. After his retirement Siqueira went to the 
Soviet Union, where he lived until shortly before his death in 1985. During this period 
abroad, he stayed actively with both careers as a composer and as conductor. He gave 
several concerts in Europe, being also invited to a ten-concert tour in the Soviet Union, 
leading the main orchestras in the country, including the Moscow and the Odessa 
symphony orchestras. Siqueira also used this time to record one of his most grand 
oratorios, Candomblé I, with the Soviet Union Television and Radio Symphony 
Orchestra, and the Moscow Chamber Choir. The soloists were all from the Soviet Union 
with the exception of Siqueira’s wife, the soprano Alice Ribeiro (1917–1988). In 
consequence of his self-exile, exacerbated by the inherent geographic distance, Siqueira’s 
name was gradually erased from Brazilian music history by the military regime. 
After a long period struggling with the consequences of a stroke, the composer 
died on April 22, 1985. This was one day after the death of Tancredo Neves (1910–
1985), the first civilian Brazilian president after 21 years under a military dictatorship. At 
that time Neves represented hope—he was supposed to coordinate a transition between 
 
10 Ricardo Tacuchian, “José Siqueira: um resgate urgente para a Música do Brasil,” Revista Glosas, 




the military to the civilian/democratic regime, dying from natural causes 34 days after his 
indirect election, never having had the chance to assume the presidency. The popular 
commotion caused by this tragic happening contributed to overshadow Siqueira’s death, 
who did not receive the honors he deserved.  
Brazil’s Political Context and its Consequences 
In order to better explain the lack of attention to Siqueira’s output, this issue 
needs to be put into context of many Brazilian administrations, and the non-preservation 
of its cultural heritage, which continues to the present day. In reality, the Brazilian 
political situation never normalized after the Republic Proclamation in 1889. The country 
passed through an array of authoritarian and populist governments throughout the first 
half of the twentieth century. Several opposition and even revolutionary movements 
emerged during these years as well. These aspects collectively, coupled with the 
international Cold-War context, contributed to the culmination of a military coup in 
April, 1964. This movement initiated a dictatorial regime where all subsequent presidents 
were from the military, elected by the House of Deputies in an indirect and controlled 
electoral system. This dictatorship ended in 1985, but direct elections and democracy 
were only reestablished in 1989, 32 years ago, demonstrating the country’s civil 
immaturity.  
Besides Siqueira, several other Brazilian artists were persecuted by the regime. 
Their music, plays, and movies had to pass through a censorship jury which would decide 
if that piece of art would be released to the public or not. Among the Brazilian popular 




censored or arrested. The ones that managed to stay in the country had to find ways to 
compose with misleading poetic lyrics, deceiving the censorship. On the other hand, from 
an artistic standpoint, making music in the midst of a turbulent scenario may also result in 
an extraordinary output. This environment increased even more the effervescent 
production of popular musicians—which started before the regime. During these years 
many song festivals of Brazilian popular music were broadcast on television, a period 
known as “the festivals era.”11  
Besides music, other subjects in the Humanities also suffered by this type of 
government intrusion. Philosophy, Sociology and Anthropology, for example, all stand 
out of an essential scope, according to the government’s view—which favors topics 
related to the “hard sciences.” One example of this mindset during the dictatorship was 
the banning of the above-mentioned disciplines, being replaced by a new subject called 
“Ethics, Morals and Civics.” This new subject was intended to replace the work of 
renowned writers, philosophers and educators, by a compendium of etiquette rules 
formulated by people allied with the regime, in order to supposedly guide one’s good 
behavior in society. This illustrates how the educational system has been damaged, 
struggling to raise the importance of Arts/Humanities classes, especially a curriculum in 
music. The lack of awareness towards Siqueira’s oeuvre and the mistreatment of his 
collection for so many years, are also fruit of this inheritance. 
 
11 The Festival da Música Brasileira (Brazilian Music Festival) initiated in 1960, before the military 




The importance of rediscovering a forgotten composer 
Despite this discouraging scenario, many Brazilian musicians, scholars and 
people related to the cultural field have recently been working to revive the history of 
José Siqueira and his remarkable contributions to the society. The composer strongly 
influenced his contemporaries during his lifetime, but also left a vast legacy to the 
Brazilian music community. His relevance has been increasingly remembered in the last 
years; there has been an uptick in the number of academic papers, dissertations and 
theses, although still not in large number, which demonstrates this movement. In addition 
to the scholarly attention, the composer has been remembered by the general media, as he 
was recently featured in the September 2020 edition of Revista Nordeste (Northeast 
Magazine.) In this popular periodical, influential people in the Brazilian music scene 
discussed Siqueira’s life and output in many pages of the publication. The authors also 
call for more extensive public awareness of him.  
Paraíba Symphony director, Luis Carlos Durier, commented about his experience 
with the composer and his importance to him: 
I learned so much from him, especially the love for Brazilian music. His lessons 
were a determining factor for me to understand his importance as a composer. He 
showed to the world, in a competent and beloved way, the Brazilian sound, the 
Brazilian identity, and its native chant and dance. His contribution to global music 
is extremely relevant, through a vast output of grand artistic quality.12 
 
Laércio Diniz on the other hand, asks why the composer is not remembered in the 
way that he should, and demands answers from Brazilian institutions: 
 




There were attempts by the family, by conductors, by music professors, and by 
historians to bring the historic importance of José Siqueira into the spotlight, 
however, such efforts did not generate a result that equates to the real cultural 
value of the maestro. […] But what about those that could, in fact, reverse this 
injustice? The institutions that he helped to create, to encourage, being essential to 
their foundation—where are the due homages? Did anyone hear about maestro 
José Siqueira through the institutions that he, himself, created?13 
 
The conductor also discussed the country’s general disdain towards culture by 
stating that “in a country in which one pays taxes on books, but not airplanes or yachts, it 
is urgent that we take care of our education and cultural memory, especially of the part 
which they forced us to forget.”14 As a case in point, even after this article was published, 
the Brazilian government proposed a new increase in the tax rate on books,15 which 
ended up not occurring, and eliminated the tax on gun imports a few months later.16 
Sandoval Moreno, trombone professor in the Federal University of Paraíba, also 
showed his displeasure with the situation in the same periodical: 
It is unfortunate how Brazil, and particularly Paraíba, treats the history of the 
maestro and composer, José Siqueira, a person that made fundamental 
contributions to classical music. José Siqueira created many music institutions as 
everyone knows, however, without the deserved recognition. I am sure that if he 
had been born on the old continent, the whole world would know him.17 
 
 
13 Diniz, “Finalmente o reconhecimento: a solidão de um gênio ignorado no seu próprio país,” Revista 
Nordeste, 2020, 16. 
14 Ibid. 
15 Marta Watanabe and Robinson Borges, “Preço do Livro pode subir 20% com Alíquota de Imposto a 
12%, Estima Setor,” Valor, September 10, 2020, accessed February 17, 2021, 
https://valorinveste.globo.com/mercados/brasil-e-politica/noticia/2020/09/10/preco-do-livro-pode-
subir-20percent-com-aliquota-de-imposto-de-12percent-estima-setor.ghtml. 
16 Matheus Schuch, “Governo Zera Imposto de Importação para Armas de Fogo,” Valor, December 9, 
2020, accessed February 17, 2021, https://valorinveste.globo.com/mercados/brasil-e-
politica/noticia/2020/12/09/governo-zera-imposto-de-importacao-para-armas-de-fogo.ghtml.  
17 Sandoval Moreno, “Um Testemunho Sobre a Genialidade do Maestro Visionário,” Revista 




A remarkable action to relieve this situation was made by Siqueira’s 
granddaughter, Mirella San Martini, who donated her grandfather’s full collection to the 
library of the School of Music of the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. The piano 
professor, scholar, and Siqueira’ grand-niece Josélia Ramalho Vieira, details how the 
process of recovering the abandoned Siqueira collection was initiated around 2005. She 
claims that the material was in an inappropriate condition while held in two offices in the 
city of Rio de Janeiro,18 and that she took part in San Martini’s efforts to better handle 
this situation: 
On the path to recovering my great uncle’s memory, I contacted his 
granddaughter, Mirella San Martini, his sole heiress, who opened her doors for 
me to visit her personal collection, […] I cataloged the material and inspired her 
and her husband, Ewerton, to contact specialists that could treat the collection in 
an appropriate way. After some wanderings, the collection is now under the 
responsibility of the School of Music of the Federal University of Rio de 
Janeiro.19  
 
The “wanderings” in Vieira’s speech refers to the time when the collection stayed 
in a family beach house in the city of Mangaratiba, 70 miles away from Rio de Janeiro. 
The efforts to transfer the collection to the library of the School of Music in 2011 were 
paramount to a new revival of the composer’s work. According to conductor, professor 
and vice-president of the Brazilian Music Academy, André Cardoso, it was due to the 
scholarly research on Siqueira’s orchestral repertoire by Caetano Salles de Araújo, an 
advisee of Cardoso, that the idea of housing the composer’s collection in the library of 
 
18 Josélia Vieira, “José Siqueira e a Suíte para Violoncelo e Piano sob a Ótica Tripartite” (master’s 
thesis, Universidade da Paraíba, 2006), 14. 




the institution emerged.20 The limitation imposed by the distance of the material to Rio, 
and its lack of formal organization by a librarian, presented enormous drawbacks to any 
researcher. It seemed obvious that the best and most logical solution would be to store 
Siqueira’s collection in the School of Music, a place where Siqueira spent practically his 
entire life as a student and professor. Additionally, with the material more accessible, a 
large number of musicians and researchers would have access to it, resulting in the 
popularization of Siqueira’s output. San Martini then agreed with Cardoso’s suggestion to 
finally move all of her grandfathers’ collection. Cardoso, who was at that time the 
director of the School of Music, facilitated the process. Here is a portion of his 
proposition to San Martini: “I believe that in a specialized public institution, the 
collection will be able to receive the appropriate treatment in order to be preserved and 
accessible to musicians and researchers. Many of those who at the moment demonstrate 
interest in the work of maestro José Siqueira, do not even know where and who has the 
collection.”21 Through the Brazilian Music Academy, Cardoso is also responsible for 
editing all Siqueira’s manuscripts, which will result in a future updated catalogue of 
Siqueira’s works.22 He also encourages researchers and musicians to explore this now 
well-preserved collection, so that the common public can have more contact with 
Siqueira’s life and work, claiming that the composer is “one of the most singular 
personalities of the Brazilian musical life in the twentieth century.”23    
 Another initiative to stimulate the composer’s relevance is a documentary made 
 
20 André Cardoso, “José Siqueira: uma trajetória singular,” Revista Glosas, no. 12 (May 2015): 71. 
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22 The most recent catalogue so far is from 1980. 




by the cinematographer, and Siqueira’s great-nephew, Rodrigo T. Marques. The project 
was initiated in 2000 when the filmmaker went to the state of Paraíba to research his 
grand-uncle’s story. It was only in 2019, however, that Marques got the resources needed 
for a proper production, returning to Paraíba, for a more professional approach and 
filming process. At that time, he relied on a crew of researchers in seeking out any sort of 
Siqueira’s trace in libraries and collections throughout Brazil’s main cities. The 
documentary will portray Siqueira’s biography and extensive musical career, including 
unpublished concert footage, as well as newer performances, fruit of the recent 
rediscovery and preservation of Siqueira’s oeuvre. According to Marques, Siqueira 
frequently said that “the output of the Brazilian composer is not edited, recorded and 
spread, hence an output that is already born dead,”24 recognizing the Brazilian failure to 
promote composers’ works. The filmmaker also states that “Siqueira made several 
attempts in order to change this reality.”25 In discussing his grand-uncle’s persecutions, 
he states that “Siqueira was in the front-line of musicians, advocating for better 
conditions, and Rio de Janeiro was the federal capital.”26 As discussed earlier, Marques 
reiterates that this whole situation is a consequence of the long-term lack of importance 
given towards culture in Brazil. The current Brazilian government, furthermore, has 
dismantled cultural institutions by replacing personal that occupied the higher positions 
in culture by people with not enough expertise.27 In spite this, the movie is in its final 
stages of production, and is intended to be released in movie festivals in 2021, possibly 
 
24 Rodrigo T. Marques, phone interview by the author, February 16, 2021. 
25 Ibid.  
26 Ibid.  




reaching movie theaters by 2022.28 
 The expectation is that continued research, reflecting on this present work, along 
with other research, will contribute to the spread of interest in Siqueira’s life and 
compositions—estimated at more than 500 pieces, a number only comparable to Villa-
Lobos’ output among Brazilian composers. In addition to raising this awareness, the 
ongoing editions of the composer’s manuscripts will promote more performances of his 
pieces.
 
28 At the time of this interview, February of 2021, the movie’s release date to the general public was 





 SIQUEIRA’S COMPOSITIONAL STYLES 
 
European context and the Brazilian trends 
During the first half of the twentieth century, Brazilian composers faced a 
dilemma similar to that of their colleagues in North America and Europe, struggling for 
ways to make their output unique. Starting in the late nineteenth century, European music 
gradually became less diatonic and more chromatic. There are several factors that help to 
explain this process. As we know, diatonic music is based on the pitches that are common 
to a certain key, however, it is common to have altered notes and accidentals in diatonic 
music. The music theorist Stefan Kostka asserts that “in diatonic music the difference 
between diatonic and altered tones is always clear, and seldom do we lose our tonal 
bearings, our sense of key and scale, and our immediate understanding of the function of 
the altered tones.”29 On the other hand, the non-functional use of chromaticism in music, 
as a remarkable feature, contributed to the decay of the tonal system. Unusual chord 
progressions, the use of chromatic-mediant relationships, and direct modulations, are all 
consequences of this process. In addition, unconventional modifications of standard 
musical forms became a more ordinary tool. Also, a part of this development is the 
emergence of quartal, quintal, and secundal harmonies, as we can see in the works by 
Debussy (1862–1918). Another feature that became common by the end of the nineteenth 
towards the beginning of the twentieth century, was the employment of alternative scale 
 
29 Stefan Kostka, Materials and Techniques of Twentieth-Century Music 2nd ed.  (New Jersey: 
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collections such as the pentatonic, and symmetrical—whole-tone, octatonic and 
hexatonic. 
The culmination of this process came in 1908, with the fourth movement of 
Arnold Schoenberg’s (1874–1951) Second String Quartet with soprano—an atonal piece 
without clear tonal relationships. Some prominent contemporaries followed this trend, 
including his students, Anton Webern (1883–1945), Alban Berg (1885–1935), as well as 
the parallel atonal experiments of Russian composer Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971). 
Schoenberg coined the famous expression, “Emancipation of the Dissonance”30 in 1926. 
In his writings, the composer advocated against the continued necessity of dissonances 
having to be resolved in a prescribed, functional manner, but rather to be emancipated in 
a system where the chords operate as non-functional entities.  
By the time of Siqueira’s arrival to Rio de Janeiro in 1927 to pursue his musical 
studies, Brazil’s capital-musical scene was surrounded by Modernist currents allied with 
a Nationalist approach, in opposition to an ongoing European tradition leftover from the 
nineteenth century. Five years before, in 1922, the cultural event Semana de Arte 
Moderna (Modern Art Week) in São Paulo had set new parameters for the arts, a 
movement mainly led by poets, writers and painters, with the participation of the sole 
musician Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887–1959). The poet, writer and essayist Mário de 
Andrade (1893–1945) was the leader of the movement. Besides being a poet and prose 
writer, Andrade strongly contributed to the formation of a Nationalist current in the music 
field. In his musicology books and essays, he advocated for a true Brazilian music 
 
30 Arnold Schoenberg, “Opinion or Insight?,” in Style and Idea: Selected Writings of Arnold 
Schoenberg (London: Faber & Faber, 1984), 258–64. 
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demonstrating a deep and refined knowledge of Brazilian folkloric music from the most 
varied traditions. The information in these writings served as guidance to  folklorists from 
subsequent generations and in turn, Nationalist composers.31 Prior to being invited the 
Modern Art Week, however, Villa-Lobos had already composed pieces incorporating 
elements of Brazilian culture and folklore, for instance, the symphonic poems Amazonas 
and Uirapurú, demonstrating his own research into developing a more modern style of 
composition, which caused criticism from the general audience at the time.32 Villa-Lobos 
is, therefore, considered a main representative of the first generation of Brazilian 
Nationalism by Brazilian diplomat and musicologist Vasco Mariz (1921–2017).33  
Mariz organized the different Nationalist generations chronologically, being the 
second nationalist generation34  comprised of composers such as, Lorenzo Fernandez 
(1897–1948), Frutuoso Vianna (1896–1976), Hekel Tavares (1896–1948), Walter Burle-
Marx (1902–1990) and Francisco Mignone (1897–1986). José Siqueira is included in the 
third nationalist generation35 along with other composers such as, Camargo Guarnieri 
(1907–1993), Radamés Gnatalli (1906–1988) and José Vieira Brandão (1911–2002). 
Neves disagrees with Mariz’s chronological choice related to the first generation. He 
prefers to classify one single group of composers directly influenced by Mario de 
Andrade and Modernism, hence truly representing the first wave of Nationalism. This 
group, therefore, is organized by aesthetic choices and compositional techniques, 
 
31 José Maria Neves, Música Contemporânea Brasileira, 2nd ed. Salomea Gandelman (Rio de Janeiro: 
Contra Capa Livraria, 2008), 64–68.    
32 Ibid.,  
33 Vasco Mariz, História da Música Brasileira, 6th ed. (Rio de Janeiro: Nova Fronteira, 2005), 135. 
34 Ibid., 195.  
35 Ibid., 243. 
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connecting composers from different generations, including, Luciano Gallet (1893–
1931), Fernandez, Mignone and Guarnieri. Unlike Mariz, Neves asserts that Villa-Lobos 
is not part of the first generation, but rather places him apart from this first group of 
nationalists, due to his transitional role to the new trend, pioneering this modern 
Nationalism himself. 36  The additional composers from Mariz’s second and third 
generations are considered less relevant by Neves (2008, 107). Including Siqueira in this 
group, he was probably affected by Siqueira’s erased history, formulating this idea in a 
time in which the composer’s vast material was still forgotten.37 Additionally, he does not 
consider Siqueira’s diligent formal education, his musicological efforts, and his 
immeasurable dedication to compositional craftsmanship. As Ribeiro demonstrates:  
Really, there is no improvisation in Siqueira. All of his art is elaborated with an 
exacting knowledge of all classical music resources. In him, there is the technical 
conscience of his art. The habitual dealing with artworks by classical, romantic 
and modern composers, developed in him the love of the study, specialization, 
and analysis of all secrets of the musical arts. Since his early years, he assumed 
that without the pursuit of technique, his creational power would not be able to 
flourish. Only meticulous craftsmanship would give him the possibility to build a 
balanced and expressive harmonic art.38 
 
Mariz also mentions Siqueira’s skills when discussing the deficient specialization 
of Brazilian composers prior to the year 1950. He claims that the ephemeral career of 
some young composers is due to the lack of métier, meaning that these composers not 
only had deficiencies in their formal musical education, but they also lacked experience 
in the profession itself. The third generation of nationalist composers, though, is formed 
 
36 Neves, Neves, Música Contemporânea Brasileira, 85.  
37 Although this present work refers to Neves’ 2008 6th edition, the first edition of his book was 
released in 1981, when the process of recovering Siqueira’s oeuvre was still in its initial stages.  
38 Ribeiro, Maestro José Siqueira: O Artista e o Líder, 183–184.   
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by a more academically prepared group of composers.39 In Mariz’s opinion, Siqueira 
“was one the few Brazilian composers of his generation that really knew the craft,”40 
being a true representation of this last group of composers.  
Concomitantly with the nationalist wave, a prominent modernist/avant-garde 
trend was created by composers seeking to create something authentically new, with no 
roots in previous formal or stylistic traditions. They were inspired by international 
composers such as those of the Second Viennese School lead by Schoenberg, going even 
further into experimentalism. The movement that embodied this idea was Música Viva 
(Alive Music), founded in 1939 and active throughout the 1940s. The group was founded 
and led by German-Brazilian composer Hans-Joachim Koellreutter (1915–2005). They 
sought to transcend serialism, aiming to create music without any relation to the past, 
pursuing novel aesthetic results in music. Azevedo states that Koellreutter “remains 
faithful to the Pierrot Lunaire aesthetic that garnered so many followers in central 
Europe, employing the most deliberate atonalism in his works, a trend from which he 
does not deviate.”41 Aside from free atonalism, Koellreutter also extensively employed 
and championed twelve-tone technique, being the main representative of the style in 
Brazil. Although his group Música Viva acquired a prestigious reputation among 
members of the intellectual elite formed by renowned musicologists, performers, and 
composers, such as Claudio Santoro (1919–1989) and Guerra-Peixe (1914–1993), at a 
certain point the movement created a dichotomy between proponents of nationalism and 
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40 Ibid.  
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the twelve-tone technique. Siqueira and other teachers of the National School of Music, 
including his brother João Baptista Siqueira (1906–1992), positioned themselves against 
the music made by Música Viva.42 When presenting his Trimodal System (addressed 
further in this chapter), Siqueira illustrates this duality in his book, showing his 
dissatisfaction with the twelve-tone technique. “The harmony utilized, based on these 
modes (Trimodal System), will transport us to atonalism, without recurring to violent 
processes, sometimes unacceptable, common in certain systems in vogue” says 
Siqueira.43 Due to Música Viva’s focus on experimentation and its results, they were 
unconcerned with audience approval. Over the course of the 1940s, however, some of 
these composers realized that the music they made was not reaching the general public. 
This situation resulted in a more inclusive compositional style creating a movement 
called “populist nationalism” (Neves, 146). On the other hand, Neves contradicts himself 
by stating that “it would be interesting to examine the public’s critical reaction towards 
the music made in this new technique. We miss, however, enough means to judge this” 
(147). Thus, once he points out the lack of documentation to prove the audience’s 
discontent, the author probably relates the general listener’s reaction to the twelve-tone 
technique in Brazil with what happened in Europe. As in most experimental movements, 
the ones brought on by a more radical approach are usually more appealing to 
connoisseurs. In addition, Brazilian music critics were among the primary enthusiasts of 
the movement, not representing the public’s general opinion. The group led by 
Koellreutter only lasted for about ten years. Regardless of its revolutionary approach, the 
 
42 Neves, Música Contemporânea Brasileira, 147.  
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movement helped to raise valuable questions about the purpose of music, discussing 
potential new paths. The group was paramount to the formation of a new generation of 
cultured composers, developing their musicianship and technical skills. As mentioned 
above, certain dissidents in the Música Viva movement sought to create a new nationalist 
current. This new trend was concerned with investigating elementary aspects of the 
different folkloric currents in Brazil—in contrast to the more caricaturized representation 
which they felt was made by the traditional nationalists.44 Although it is not possible to 
be precise, the term “traditional nationalists” generally refers to composers related to the 
first and second generations. Neves implies that members from these generations did not 
have the proper respect for folkloric sources. 45  Siqueira, in turn, was a dedicated 
researcher, seeking to deeply understand the popular and folklore movements of his 
region. By attributing the relevance of folkloric studies to dissidents of Música Viva only, 
Neves does not take into consideration Siqueira’s important protagonist role in the 
ethnomusicology field—to be further addressed in this chapter.  
 
Siqueira’s output and styles 
By citing Ribeiro’s catalogue, 46  Cardoso points out that Siqueira’s first 
compositional attempts were focused on orchestral pieces when he was still a student. He 
had composition lessons with Francisco Braga (1868-1945), a pupil of Massenet (1842–
1912). The French influence was also present by means of academic books and methods 
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espoused by Émile Durant (1830–1903), Théodore Dubois (1837–1924), and Vincent 
d’Indy (18851–1931), as applied in the National Music Institute.47 Moreover, the impact 
of the French school and impressionist style was significant among Brazilian composers 
in the second half of the nineteenth century, and beginning of the twentieth century. 
Other pieces from Siqueira’s student period include songs for voice and piano—all of 
which were composed between 1930–33. According to the 1980’s version of Siqueira’s 
works catalogue (Catálogo de Obras), 48  some of these songs have lyrics made by 
symbolist and Parnassian Brazilian poets, suggesting that these are also pieces influenced 
by the French school—these songs are not in Ribeiro’s catalogue from 1963.    
Some authors disagree about the nature of Siqueira’s first compositional phase, 
1933–1943. Gerard Béhague (1937–2005) affirms that this is a neoclassical period,49 
while Mariz (2005, 273) asserts that this is a “universalist” period, not specifying the 
style—perhaps referring to a mixture of Neoclassicism with other European trends. In 
fact, composers such as Hindemith (1895–1963) and Bartók (1881–1945) exerted a 
strong influence on Brazilian composers in the second and third decades of the twentieth 
century, corroborating the idea of a neoclassical approach. This theory is also confirmed 
by Neves (2008, 82), who points out a “fever of Neoclassicism” among Brazilian 
 
47 Cardoso, “José Siqueira: uma trajetória singular,” Revista Glosas, no. 12 (May 2015): 71. 
48 Ariede Maria Magliavacca, Luís Augusto Milanesi and Paulo Affonso de Moura Ferreira, José 
Siqueira: Catálogo de Obras (Brasília: Ministério das Relações Exteriores, 1980).  







composers in the 1930s.50 He, however, does not specify any style regarding Siqueira’s 
compositions in his first phase, but rather gives the following consideration about his 
pieces; “although not intentionally nationalistic, there was a strong tendency to employ a 
Northeastern folkloric theme” (113). While true, the nationalistic elements in some of 
Siqueira’s first compositions are not fully developed, bringing only a nascent folkloric 
affect from his homeland. In 1943–1950, Siqueira adopted a more direct 
nationalist/folkloric style, and by 1950 he initiated a period considered as his “essential 
nationalist phase,” 51  when he would consistently employ his Trimodal System, in 
addition to the utilization of pentatonic collections and dissonant sonorities. The 
“universalist” character in Siqueira’s pieces, furthermore, can be found in every phase 
due to his employment of a mindful work based on traditional music craftsmanship. As 
Ribeiro confirms, “It is by the possession of the technique that he embodies a universalist 
value to his compositions.” 52 
Since the Nationalist style was so diffused among Brazilian composers, it was 
expected that other subgenres or trends would appear. Regardless of Siqueira’s nationalist 
compositional features, the composer was frequently marginalized. Neves (2008, 113) 
identifies that Brazilian nationalists, contemporaries of Siqueira, would not recognize him 
as a true nationalist, criticizing his supposed exaggerated “folkloristic regionalism,” while 
modernists criticized his academicism. On the other hand, the author states that after 
 
50 Other scholars also defend a neoclassical character in Siqueira’s first phase. See Josélia Vieira, 
“José Siqueira e a Suíte para Violoncelo e Piano sob a Ótica Tripartite,” 28–29; Terezinha Vaz, “Os 
80 Anos de José Siqueira: José Siqueira e Suas Criações Musicais.” O Norte (Paraíba), May 28, 1987. 
Vivianni Furtado Rodrigues, “Os 80 Anos de José Siqueira: José Siquera e a Música.” O Norte 
(Paraíba), May 14, 1987. 
51 Mariz, História da Música Brasileira, 273.  
52 Ribeiro, Maestro José Siqueira: O Artista e o Líder, 205.  
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1943, the composer “became the best representation of the Northeastern school.” The 
restricted term “regionalism” given by the nationalists, is contrasted by Siqueira’s own 
definition of his production, considering himself as an “essential nationalist.”53 The term 
refers to his dedication to fundamentally transport the reality of the Northeastern folkloric 
movements to his music, avoiding any kind of exoticism, folkloric banalization, or 
cultural appropriation. 
According to Mariz, Siqueira considered himself a programmatic composer, as his 
inspirations would often arise from other sources beyond music—at times following an 
existing narrative from Brazilian literature and folklore.54 The scholar also asserts that the 
strength of Siqueira’s compositions lies in his symphonic pieces. 55  This program-
matic/symphonic production can be illustrated by his oratorios Xangô and Candomblé I 
and II, sung in the African Yoruba dialect. These pieces especially represent a particular 
compositional style pursued by him, one which links the African-Brazilian religion with 
the black culture present in the Brazilian Northeast. Sacred music, according to the 
Western tradition, is a genre related to Christianity. Siqueira managed to remodel the 
style by employing literary and cultural themes associated with the African-Brazilian 
slaves’ religiosity—something audacious and with no precedent. Other nationalist strands 
applied by Siqueira in his compositions refer to regional festivities, as well as indigenous 
themes, illustrated by his numerous bailados (ballets.) Apart from this programmatic 
 
53 See Siqueira, O Sistema Modal na Música Folclórica do Brasil, 1; Aynara Silva, “Coerência 
Sintática do Sistema Trimodal em Duas Obras de José Siqueira” (master’s thesis, Universidade da 
Paraíba, 2013), 29; Vieira, “José Siqueira e a Suíte para Violoncelo e Piano sob a Ótica Tripartite,” 
30. 




tendency, however, among Siqueira’s symphonic compositions are six symphonies, with 
four from his middle compositional period, and two from his last compositional period.56   
Siqueira’s wife, Alice Ribeiro (1917–1988), was a successful Brazilian soprano 
and recorded Candomblé I in the Soviet Union as mentioned in the biography chapter. 
She inspired her husband to write many songs for voice and piano. This production—
which he based on contemporary Brazilian poetry—has a total of 50 songs in the lied 
style. Further illustrating the vocal music in his output, he also wrote music for children, 
four cantatas, and two operas.57  
Siqueira wrote for a large array of chamber music styles including string quartets, 
wind quintets, trios, duos and other uncommon configurations. He also wrote three piano 
concertos and a cello concerto. Siqueira’s violin repertoire includes three violin 
concertos, a concertino for violin and chamber orchestra, two violin sonatas, and twelve 
early short pieces for violin and piano, composed during the decades of the 1930s and 
40s. 
Siqueira wrote 15 concertinos for solo instruments and chamber orchestra 
between the years 1969–78. His intent was to pay tribute to the major symphonic 
instruments, and to explore his own compositional skills through a varied sound palette. 
This robust production also had didactic purposes, serving as an example to his pupils. As 
his former student and conductor Roberto Duarte (1941–) describes; “He used to 
 
56 Source: Data from Ariede Maria Magliavacca, Luís Augusto Milanesi and Paulo Affonso de Moura 
Ferreira, José Siqueira: Catálogo de Obras (Brasília: Ministério das Relações Exteriores, 1980). The 
catalogue also portrays another Symphony, composed in 1933, prior to the other six. This composition 
is from Siqueira’s period as a student and is called “B-minor Symphony.”  
57 Ibid.  
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encourage his students to write for every instrument, at least one piece. He, himself wrote 
concertos and concertinos for every [major] instrument in a symphony orchestra.”58 
 
Siqueira’s Ethnomusicological Research 
Brazilian conductor Júlio Medaglia (1938–), aware of the rich Northeastern 
folkloric environment, suggests that being a Northeasterner was beneficial to Siqueira’s 
output. “Many Brazilian composers, who were born in big cities such as Rio de Janeiro 
and São Paulo, actually draw influences from the Northeastern culture to create their 
music […] Siqueira did not need to go to the Northeast because he was already fruit of 
this industry of musical ideas.”59 Although Siqueira was born in the region, Medaglia’s 
affirmation is only partially correct. As we could see in the biography chapter, Siqueira 
moved to Rio de Janeiro when he was 20 years old. It is true that while in the Northeast 
Siqueira had experiences with the traditional music from the hinterland of the state of 
Paraíba, and subsequently in the capital João Pessoa, where he led musical bands. His 
early musical formation, however, was established in an environment of choir practice 
and sacred music. 60  (We have to consider that the Northeastern Brazilian region, 
especially in the interior, has a strong Catholic heritage.) Thus, even after years of living 
in Rio de Janeiro, the maestro had to go back to his origins in order to better acknowledge 
the music of his land and integrate it into his compositions with more accuracy—
ethnomusicology research that he pursued for many years.  
 
58 Roberto Duarte, “Lembrança de José Siqueira, o Professor,” Revista Brasiliana, no. 25 (June 2007): 
42. 
59 Júlio Medaglia, “Grande José Siqueira!,” Revista Nordeste, 2020, 14–15. 
60 Cardoso, “José Siqueira: uma trajetória singular,” Revista Glosas, no. 12 (May 2015): 68. 
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One episode on this journey is illustrated by his nephew, the actor and director 
Fernando Teixeira (1941–), in an article in Nordeste magazine. He describes a day that 
Siqueira came to his hometown and took him for a walk: 
I was about ten years old and don’t know why he took me to Rio Tinto on a 
Saturday market day. He could not listen to a woman or man singing that he 
would not stop right away, annotate, write lyrics, and bend down to talk to 
beggars, […] we stopped in a tent, like a restaurant, we sat and he started a 
conversation with the business owner telling him what he was looking for, so the 
man gave him advice: down there at the end of the slope there is an old man, Mr. 
Artur, who sings while asks for charity. 
 
Once they approached Artur: 
 
In the middle of the conversation, the old man understood what the visitor wanted 
and asked him to wait, made a gesture to his daughter to bring the ganzá,61 which 
she gave to him and he started to sing.62  
 
The man started singing a folk chant with religious lyrics, carefully following 
meter and rhyme, portraying his act of asking for alms.  
Still during his ethnomusicology enterprises, he discovered the use of pentatonic 
scales in the chants of the African-related religious services in the Northeastern state of 
Bahia: 
While engaging in a large folkloric research in Salvador, the capital of Bahia, […] 
I observed that the totality of the melodies in these Candomblés63 are conceived 
based on pentatonic scales. It is known that the Bahian Candomblés, brought from 
Africa by the black peoples who here were enslaved, completely preserve the 
traditions from its original countries; one may conclude that the African peoples 
employed, and still employ, pentatonic scales in their melodies […]”64 
 
 
61 Brazilian percussion instrument. 
62 Fernando Teixeira, “Today’s and Yesterday’s History,” Revista Nordeste, 2020, 28. 
63 Candomblé is a Brazilian religion of African roots, in which the services occur in places called 
Terreiros.  
64 Siqueira, O Sistema Pentatônico Brasileiro, 1.  
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 Siqueira also mentioned the complexity of this kind of music created by the 
Candomblés, which besides being monophonic, included intricate rhythms and was, 
according to him, “more varied and richer than the music made by the Asian peoples.”65  
In the book, O Sistema Pentatônico Brasileiro (The Brazilian Pentatonic System), 
Siqueira discusses the African origins of pentatonic scales, developing his own ideas and 
giving guidance on how to utilize the collection in a Brazilian way. Siqueira endeavors to 
demonstrate creative ways to utilize pentatonic scales, giving suggestions about chord 
stackings and their melodic/polyphonic use. His guidance does not imply rigid rules, 
which is illustrated, for instance, in the various ways he treats them in the violin 
concertino. He points out, however, that a composer has to focus on creative ways to 
employ the scales; “one may claim that pentatonic harmony is poor, having only a few 
varieties. However, when employed with assertiveness, it produces good results, without 
falling into a monotony.”66 Siqueira utilized a large and varied approach to the use of 
pentatonic scales in the violin concertino, especially in the 3rd movement. 
  
 
65 Ibid.  





THE TRIMODAL SYSTEM 
 
It was in the context of seeking his individual style, making his music at the same 
time innovative and unique but also familiar, that José Siqueira developed his own 
compositional system, which he called the Trimodal System. According to Siqueira, this 
system consists of the three scalar modes and three derivative modes that are most 
prevalent in Brazil’s northeast folk songs. These modes are the Real Mode I 
(Mixolydian), Real Mode II (Lydian), and Real Mode III (unifying both Lydian and 
Mixolydian qualities.) Siqueira designated this third mode as the “national mode.” In 
fact, the Real Mode III collection had been used by many twentieth century composers, 
such as Debussy and Bartók. This third mode eventually acquired the Lydian-Mixolydian 
name due to its combination of raised 4th and lowered 7th scale-degrees, being later called 
the “acoustic scale” by Ernő Lendvai,67 in reference to Bartok’s music, by which it is 
commonly known today.  
Each derivative mode, in turn, uses the same pitches of the corresponding Real 
Mode with the scales beginning a minor third below the respective Real Mode’s first 
degree. This is similar to the relative major/minor key pairs that occur in the traditional 
tonal system. The corresponding derivative modes use the same I, II and III designations; 
Derivative Mode I (Phrygian), Derivative Mode II (Dorian), and Derivative Mode III 
(unifying both Phrygian and Dorian qualities.) The Derivative III is not related to any 
 
67 Ernő Lendvai (1925–1993) was a Hungarian musicologist and scholar who specialized in the work 




mode, however, due to its lowered 2nd scale-degree and raised 6th scale-degree, it can be 
called a Phrygian-Dorian scale. For this work I will designate the abbreviations RM for 
Real Modes and DM for Derivative Modes. For instance, if a passage is on F-Lydian I 
will say that it is on RM-II on F. The relationship between the Real and Derivative modes 
are shown in figure 3.1. 
 
 
      Figure 3.1. Modes of Siqueira’s Trimodal System. 
 
  Siqueira explores the roots of Brazilian modalism and explains the principles 
that guided his system in his 1941 book, O Sistema Modal na Música Folclórica do 
Brasil (The Modal System in Brazilian Folk Music.) He states that it is not his intention 
to create anything new, but rather to systemize the modes already present in the 
Northeastern Brazilian folk music.68 
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The composer suggests some theories to justify the reason that such scalar modes 
are so present in the Northeastern culture. A particularly interesting one relates to the 
ecclesiastic modes brought by Portuguese colonizers, applied in their religious practices 
with indigenous peoples in Brazil. These Catholic colonizers, which included Jesuits, 
used to teach and sing songs in these modes, which in turn passed through generations, 
modeling the northeastern folkloric music. The ecclesiastic modes and the northeastern 
folkloric modes have the common characteristic to avoid the tritone, considered malefic 
by the Church. The three Northeastern modes described by Siqueira are then in 
accordance to it, either raising the 4th degree or lowering the 7th degree to avoid tritones.69  
Among the procedures utilized by the composer to generate a more dissonant 
sonority in this new system is one which involves chords with the superposition of 2nd, 
4th, and 5th intervals, or with the addition of “strange” pitches to tonal chords. The 
Trimodal System also prescribes to simply add seconds, fourths, and fifths notes to 
diatonic triads, from its root, 3rd or 5th. Persichetti comments about the origins of the 
addition of non-chord notes in the chords:  
An ADDED-NOTE chord is a basic harmonic formation whose textural quality 
has been modified by the imposition of tones not found in the original chord. The 
tones to be added form one or more major or minor seconds with any member of a 
chord by thirds or fourths. These added notes are usually placed a second above 
or below any member to avoid creating seventh, ninth, compound chords, etc. The 
added tone or tones are modifying elements attached to a chord of clear 
directional powers and, the function of the basic structure. Traditional examples 
of added-note chords are to be found in the cadential tonic six-five and the French 
augmented sixth chord.70  
 
 
69 Ibid., 8. 
70 Vincent Persichetti, Twentieth-Century Harmony: Creative Aspects and Practice (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Company, Inc., 1961), 109. 
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According to Siqueira, chord progressions in a composition are free, or can follow 
Common Practice conventions. Any chord can be employed to end a phrase or period. 
There is no modulation between tonal keys, but simply the direct interchange of scalar 
modes.71 Consequently, the aforementioned features result in a modal melody with a 
modern harmony, accomplishing Siqueira’s wishes of a more post-tonal sense of 
harmony.  
 Siqueira does not specify any formal organization for the sonorities generated by 
the interval stackings. He also does not mention how many chords would be generated by 
these intervals. To address this lack of a formal harmonic planning, Brazilian professor 
and scholar Aynara Silva investigated and developed the harmony organization, 
demonstrating that Siqueira’s System is comprised of 45 different pitch-class sets—
ranging from dyads to pentachords. In her words: “These 45 sonorities were extracted 
from the Trimodal System by the stacking of 2th, 4th, and 5th intervals onto the Modes, 
passing through similarity filters and eliminating repetitions. These are the harmonies 







71 Siqueira, O Sistema Modal na Música Folclórica do Brasil, 10. 





we have examples of {2,2,2,2} and {2,2,4,2}, “2” being minor or major seconds, and “4” 
being diminished, perfect or augmented fourths, depending on their mode and position 
within the scale.74 The chart in the figure intends to exemplify the “filter of similarity 2” 
as Silva calls it. We will be able to see the same prime forms in both {2,2,2,2} and 
{2,2,4,2} stackings, however, within a different order. The “filter of similarity 1,” in 
contrast, would show the same prime forms and in the same order.75 The translation of 
the top row is, by the order of columns, Stacking, Mode, Musical Representation of the 
Modes and of the Generated Chords, Chords/Intervals, and Occurrences.  
Even though this is just a small portion of all stacking possibilities, it illustrates 
how Silva organized the pitches in order to develop her approach, bringing understanding 
to the process that she went through in order to find the 45 five Trimodal sonorities 
mentioned above.   
  
 
74 Although the author uses these numbers, current practice counts scalar intervals based on the 
number of the scale steps, so these intervals would be designated as 1 and 3, instead of 2 and 4. 
75 See Silva, “Coerência Sintática do Sistema Trimodal em Duas Obras de José Siqueira,” 32–39. 
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  [Stacking Mode Musical Representation of the Chords/ Occurrences] 
                      Modes and of the Generated Chords Intervals 
 
Figure 3.2. Example of the stacking of pitches in the Trimodal System utilizing the 
“filter of similarity 2.” Source: Data from “Coerência Sintática do Sistema Trimodal em 
Duas Obras de José Siqueira” (master’s thesis, Universidade da Paraíba, 2013) 37, table 
1.7. 
  
The System and its Employment in Siqueira’s Oeuvre 
In the 1981 edition of his book, Siqueira gives some examples of pieces in which 
he predominantly used the Trimodal System. These include his Piano Sonatina (1963), 
Toada for Chamber Orchestra (1943), Piano Song I (1954), Violin Sonatas I and II (1949, 
1952), Three Etudes for Flute and Piano (1964), and many other pieces such as his three 
piano concertos and three violin concertos. He does not mention any of his concertinos in 
this list. One may surmise that since he usually composed these concertinos at a fast pace, 
either to be played by his recently created Orquestra de Câmara do Brasil, or for didactic 
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purposes (as seen in chapter 2), he would not consider his concertinos as one of his 
“major” works. 
The analysis chapters of this work, however, seek to demonstrate that Siqueira 
actually employed the Trimodal system in the Violin Concertino. By the end of the 1960s 
and 1970s, Siqueira was demonstrating a higher level of experimentation in his com-
positions, exemplified by his concertinos. The Concertino for Violin, in turn, embodies 
diverse elements such as his Northeastern folkloric influence, regional dances, and the 
European genre of the Nocturne. The harmony shows significant freedom in his approach 
to composition, presenting at the same time a considerable amount of dissonance and 
chromaticism in its chords, along with some residual tonal practices. The composer did 
not elaborate rigid rules to characterize a piece as Trimodal or not, and although Siqueira 
did not recognize it, it is clear that he had the System embedded in his compositions. The 
prevalence in the violin concertino of Trimodal sonorities, chord stackings, and the use of 







THE CONCERTINO FOR VIOLIN AND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA (1972) 
ANALYSIS – FIRST MOVEMENT 
 
A Brief Reflection on the Concertino and the Analytical Process 
The concertino was composed in Rio de Janeiro and is dated April 6, 1972. In this 
chapter I will perform a detailed analysis of the concertino, investigating the piece 
through the lens of José Siqueira’s Trimodal System and other traditional post-tonal 
analytical practices. The analysis pursues the utilization of pitch-class set theory, seeking 
coherence in the pitches employed, either horizontally (melodically) or vertically 
(harmonically.) Throughout this analysis, pitch classes are understood without distinction 
of octaves and with enharmonic equivalence. For instance, C4 belongs to the same pitch 
class as B#2. Some authors prefer to use the names of the pitches, however in this work, I 
will be primarily using integers as substitutes to the twelve chromatic pitches, making it 
more practical to envision. Consequently, the numerical notation will be used, with C=0, 
C#=1, D=2…. Since the integer 12=0, only integers 0–11 are used, and for the sake of 
clarity, I use 10=T and 11=E.  
It is also necessary to order the pitch-class sets by finding their normal forms, as 
well as their prime forms. Additionally, the prime forms will be tremendously useful to 
facilitate the findings of pitch-class set coherence in the piece including relations between 
sets and subsets. These concepts were formulated and developed by major music theorists 
such as Milton Babbitt, Allen Forte and Joseph Straus.76 
 
76 For a more detailed explanation on these subjects see Joseph Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal 
Theory 3rd Edition (New Jersey: Pearson Prentice Hall, 2005), 35–38, 57–59. 
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Strauss details the process: 
As with normal form, it will often be possible to determine the prime form just by 
inspecting a set displayed around a pitch-class clockface. Find the widest gap 
between the pitch classes. Assign zero to the note at the end of the gap and read 
off a possible prime form clockwise. Then assign zero to the note at the beginning 
of the gap and read off another possible prime form counterclockwise. (If there 
are two gaps of the same size, choose the one that has another relatively big gap 
right next to it.) Whichever of these potential prime forms has fewer big integers 
is the true prime form.77 
 
  
Figure 4.1. How to find a set class prime-form using a pitch-class clockface. Source: 
Data from Joseph Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory 3rd ed. (New Jersey: Pearson 
Prentice Hall, 2005), 58, figure 2–20. 
 
 Silva’s exploration of the Trimodal System, and her findings about the 45 
Trimodal Sonorities (as discussed in chapter three and seen in table 3.1), represent a 
crucial methodological tool to find coherence in the sonorities present in this piece. This 
is how the author refers to her own research: “It is our intention that this present work, 
which here gives a highly analytical look on a small portion of José Siqueira’s work, 
would serve as research reference so that one can carry out the examination of other 
works by this composer […].”78  
 
77 Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory 3rd ed., 58. 
78 Silva, “Coerência Sintática do Sistema Trimodal em Duas Obras de José Siqueira,” Abstract. 
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Besides the Trimodal aspects, this analysis demonstrates Siqueira’s predilection 
for diatonic collections79 and their use in all sorts of modulations, with or without a pitch 
center. Moreover, this work will address the diligent employment of a large variety of 
pentatonic collections. This analysis will provide the possibility of finding not only 
coherence, but aspects of centricity in Siqueira’s concertino as well, whether through a 
mode, a pitch-class, or a pitch-class set. Accordingly, this analysis has the intention to 
potentially give interpretational guidance towards an informed performance of the piece.  
Since the piano reduction edition and revision is one of this work’s goals, in the 
analysis I will primarily refer to the accompaniment from the piano reduction, however, 
frequently including comments about the orchestral score when needed—the same 
rationale applies to figures with musical examples. Finally, the analysis also includes 
comments about the edition and revision process. 
 
First Movement—Noturno 
The first movement is in a ternary A-B-A' form, with the first A comprised of two 
subsections, “a” and “a'.” It is named Noturno, or Nocturne, which gives guidance 
towards the expected character of the movement. The style evokes the mood of a quiet 
night. The genre was developed by Frédéric Chopin in the first half of the nineteenth 
century, although the term had already been utilized by John Field in his piano 
compositions. Originally crafted as a piano style, the nocturne explored a wide range of 
 
79 The diatonic collection is any transposition of the white-note collection (013568T). See Straus, 




the instrument’s sonorities, with an exploration of captivating melodies and lyricism 
within the phrases. The genre later spread to include more instruments in solo and various 
instrumental combinations. 
In this movement, Siqueira indicates the tempo as Vagarosamente, which in 
English means in a “slow manner.” In addition, the composer indicates the use of mutes 
for the whole string section of the orchestra, including the soloist. Accordingly, the 
soaring melodies in the violin part, allied with the other stylistic elements, definitively 
create this feeling of a silent and peaceful night sought by Siqueira. 
The movement starts with a melodic introduction, mm. 1–4, originally played in 
unison by the cellos and basses. This statement begins on the pitch A and ends on E, 
using all the scale degrees from the white-note collection, prime form (013568T)—this 
collection will be utilized in several transpositions throughout the first movement. These 
A and E centers, therefore, demonstrate Siqueira utilization of the A-Aeolian and E-
Phrygian (DM-I on E) scale collections. Even though this is not a tonal piece, this motion 
from A–E refers back to the common-practice, evoking the “tonic/dominant” relation. In 
addition, it is important to notice the only time a minor-2nd interval is employed in the 
introduction—the descending motion F–E in m. 3/bb. 2–3. This interval generates a 
motive that will be employed by Siqueira in other different ways throughout the work. 
Taking into consideration that in m. 3 the prevailing pitch-class set is DM-I on E, this F–
E motion highlights the characteristic b2̂–1̂ motion of the Phrygian mode. This 
introductory material marks the beginning of subsection “a.” Similar statements found 





Figure 4.2. First cellos and basses refrain. F–E motive. 
 
Investigating the melodic line in the “a” subsection (mm. 5–28), we will notice 
that its centricities alternate between A, D and E,80 with E being the most prominent. In 
mm. 18–21 we can see a melodic sequence by descending 3rds using only the white-note 
collection. This sequence works as a transition in this passage, therefore, not disrupting 
the above-mentioned E centricity. 
 
Figure 4.3. Violin sequence and its diatonic transpositions within the diatonic collection. 
 
The first note in the melody is an A (m. 5) and the last note is an E (m. 28), 
furthermore, the overall motion of the scale collections in the passage occurs from A-
Aeolian to DM-I on E (Phrygian). These are the same centricities and overall motion 
found in the introductory material (mm. 1–4), hence, we can conclude that the melody of 
 
80 These pitches result in a quintal trichord D–A–E that will be further addressed in this analysis.  
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the “a” subsection is, in fact, an expansion of the melody employed in the introductory 
material.  
In order to start investigating the harmony, I will take into consideration the 
overall vertical sonorities in mm. 5–6. In m. 5, there is a DM-I on E quality due to the 
prominence of the pitch E in the basses. Starting in m. 6, however, the composer stresses 
the insistent F-pedal throughout the majority of this subsection promoting a Lydian 
quality with centricity on F, or RM-II on F. Acknowledging Siqueira’s use of common-
practice components, one can assume therefore, that the DM-I on E in m. 5 works as a 
“quasi-leading-tone” to RM-II on F (m. 6). If we consider that the RM-II on F centricity 
starts with the violin entrance in m. 5, while the final E of the introductory passage is still 
sounding, this E–F motion in the bass can be heard as a 7̂–8̂ retardation. Lastly, the 
centricity succession used by Siqueira so far in the basses, A–E–F, results in the prime-
form (015), which is a Trimodal sonority.  
 
Figure 4.4. Description of the leading tone to F, retardation and A–E–F motion. Violin 




As seen in the figure above, the first restatement of the F–E motive occurs in m. 
7/bb. 1–2. Instead of a descending minor-2nd however, Siqueira now opens up the 
register, leaping a major-7th to the higher E. This modified contour brings a more 
expressive character to the violin’s melodic line. The same F–E major-7th gesture will 
also occur again in the melody in mm. 23 and 25. 
In addition to the prominence of the DM-I on E collection in the violin, the inner 
voices also point to the DM-I on E collection in mm. 15–21. Nevertheless, we have a 
duality: one can argue that due to the insistence of the F-pedal in the basses, including an 
arpeggiated F-major triad in mm. 15–16, and the F centricity in other parts of the inner 
voices (mm. 7–14, 22–27), the passage should be considered to be in RM-II on F. One 
can conclude that Siqueira is deliberately using both trimodal modes at the same time, 
which I find to be the best way to interpret this subsection. This duality is also an 
expression of the E–F motive. 
Siqueira employs the complete white-note scale collection in the melody and 
accompaniment in the first subsection. By utilizing set theory, we can envision the 
collection’s integers 0–2–4–5–7–9–E, with normal form [E,0,2,4,5,7,9], resulting in the 
heptachord of prime form (013568T). This set, furthermore, will generate the majority of 
the sonorities found in the harmony of the first movement.  
Considering the pitch-class sets used in this first subsection—especially vertically 
and within each measure—one can find some prominent recurrent sonorities. After 
passing through the tetrachord (0358), the pentachord (02358), and the tetrachord (0235) 
in mm. 5–7, all of which are trimodal sonorities, the harmony stabilizes in the hexachord 
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(024579), which I will call X, in m. 8. Here, the violin reaches a higher octave compared 
to the first phrase, but now with a more elaborated accompanimental texture provided by 
the piano’s right hand. The harmony based on X dominates the consequent violin phrase 
(mm. 8–11), and the transitional phrase with the upward violin motion allied with a 
crescendo (mm. 12–14). 
 The violin melody utilizes different pentatonic collections. Siqueira makes use of 
pentatonic scales formed by whole-steps and third intervals, never including a half-step. 
Persichetti calls this “diatonic pentatonic,” and classifies it into five modes.81 In order to 
be concise, this work only uses the term “pentatonic scale” to designate the ones formed 
by whole-steps and third intervals. The violin, therefore, utilizes the C-Pentatonic scale 
with centricities on A, E, D, which equate to its 5th, 3th, 2nd diatonic modes. It is 
interesting to note that in first A–E–D succession in mm. 8–11, the composer simply 
utilizes the unordered pitches melodically, hinting at the centricities. In the subsequent 
succession of A–E–D in mm. 12–14, however, the composer employs the same order of 
modes, but now with the pitches straight up through each mode in scale order. The 
previously mentioned quintal relationship D–A–E is once again present in this passage.  
 
81 Persichetti, Twentieth Century Harmony, 50–51. Each one of the five modes starts with the next 
ascending note beginning with C. For instance, if the centricity of a C “diatonic pentatonic” scale is on 
E, this would be in the third mode. This categorization contributes to understanding Siqueira’s 




Figure 4.5. Violin melody utilizing the C-pentatonic scales (02479) in different modes. 
The presence of F in the bass promotes the overall (024579) sonority to the passage.  
 
The pentatonic pitch collection is widely utilized in the movement and it is a set 
found in the Trimodal System (02479). Additionally, the above hexachord (024579) (fig. 
4.5) is a subset from the previously discussed heptachord (013568T) (as will be more 
detailed further in the chapter). It bears mention that other sonorities larger than a 
pentachord can be generated by the stacking of pitches in the Trimodal System. Silva and 
Siqueira explain in their works that this process is expected and can occur as a natural 
development of the System.82 
 In m. 15, the violin reaches its highest notes so far, and the dynamic becomes 
forte. The pitch-class set finally moves to the superset (013568T), where Siqueira once 
 
82 See Silva, “Coerência Sintática do Sistema Trimodal em Duas Obras de José Siqueira,” 50; and 
Siqueira, O Sistema Modal na Música Folclórica do Brasil, 14. 
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again employs all members of the white-note scale collection, but now collectively in 
each of the following measures, consequently, reaching the richest harmony in the piece. 
This collection, and the sonorities originated from it remain until m. 27, marking the end 
of the “a” subsection.  
 
Figure 4.6. Switch of pitch-class set to the heptachord (013568T), employing all 
members of the white-note collection in each measure. 
 
 
In mm. 28–32, there is another interjection by the cellos and basses marking the 
beginning of the “a'” subsection and restating a modified version of the introductory 
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material, now starting on G and ending on C; hence, with scale collections moving from 
RM-I on G (Mixolydian) to DM-I on C (Phrygian). Siqueira is still utilizing the white-
note collection and the F–E relationship present in the first refrain occurs here again in m. 
28/bb. 2–3 and m. 29/b. 3. The general contour at this time though, is different from the 
first interjection; in mm. 1–4, the cellos and basses reach a D4 spanning the interval of a 
perfect 11th by the end of m. 2, while in mm. 28–32 they reach the interval of a perfect 
11th, now a C4, by the start of m. 29. Moreover, the second refrain has an additional 
measure; in this way, there is a similar upward/downward motion in the melodic contour 
in both parts, although the second one is not as symmetrically balanced as the first.  
 
 




In the “a'” subsection, mm. 33–41, the original solo melody is transposed up a 
minor-6th (T8) from its original occurrence. In m. 5 there was a DM-I on E quality, while 
in this instance, a DM-I on C quality; accordingly, also a T8 relationship (E–C).  
 
Figure 4.9. Real minor-6th transposition in between mm. 5 and 33. 
 
In contrast to what was seen in mm. 5–6, where the bass moved from E to F in 
two measures, in this case the bass moves in a descending F-Phrygian scale, C–Bb–Ab–
Gb–F, in mm. 33–38, taking six measures. That overall C–F motion also evokes the 
common-practice “dominant/tonic” relationship, similar to the E–F “leading-tone/tonic” 
relationship in mm. 5–6. While the solo melody in subsection “a” is primarily centered on 
DM-I on E (Phrygian) collection, which conflicts with a static F in the bass, in subsection 
“a'” Siqueira employs the F-Aeolian scale collection, now in concordance with the other 
voices—not demonstrating the same duality as there was in the “a” subsection. The Gb, 
mm. 36–37, in the bass, is part of the previously mentioned descending F-Phrygian scale, 
and should be interpreted as a passing-tone, therefore, not interfering with the overall F-
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Aeolian quality of the subsection.  
 
Figure 4.10. Descending F-Phrygian scale in the bass. Overall C–F relationship. Gb as 
passing-tone of the overall F-Aeolian. 
 
In order to result in an exact transposition of the “a” subsection, “a'” would have 
to last for 23 measures and finish on the pitch C. The composer decided, however, to 
reproduce a truncated transposed version (T8) of the “a” subsection lasting eight 
measures. He makes adaptations in order to finish with an F in both melody and 
accompaniment (m. 41), reinforcing the Aeolian quality with centricity on F—thus, not 
employing a Trimodal mode in this subsection. The melody does not behave exactly as in 
the “a” subsection, where the melodic line reproduced the same motion of its refrain from 
A–E. Instead, the melody here begins and ends on F and does not mirror the progression, 
which happened in its refrain from G–C. All of these aspects result in a clearer sense of 




 On the other hand, the “a'” subsection is much more contrapuntal than the “a” 
subsection, abandoning the melodic and accompanimental texture that dominated up to 
this point. There is a canonic treatment of the main theme among the solo violin, oboe, 
principal viola and flute in mm. 33–37—not completely employed in Siqueira’s piano 
reduction. The melody in the violin and the oboe are in F-Aeolian while the viola and 
flute, in C-Aeolian, being therefore, an exact transposition by Perfect-5th (T7). It is worth 
noting the C–F “dominant/tonic” relationship appearing here once more. The motives’ 
contour in each pair move in opposite direction due to their span of one measure, 
furthermore, the overlapped melodies promote more dissonance resulting in a more 
pantonal sonority.  
 
Figure 4.11. Edition from the orchestral score demonstrating the canonic motion. Violin 
and oboe (F-Aeolian), Viola and Flute (C-Aeolian). Arrows indicate the opposite 




Referring back to the piano reduction (fig. 4.10), we will notice that the 
hexachord (023579), that I call Y, as well as its subsets and the superset (0234579), are 
more prominent at this moment. In addition, we can find a different transposition of the 
diatonic collection (013568T)83 in m. 35 as well a subset, the hexachord (013568), that I 
will call Z. In the same way that I defined the relationship between the heptachord 
(013568T) with the hexachord X (024579) in context, in here we will see that hexachords 
Y and Z are also subsets of the referred heptachord. See table 4.1 to verify the 



















Hexachord X  0 2 4 5 7 9  
Hexachord Y   0 2 3 5 7 9 
Hexachord Z 0 1 3 5 6 8   
 
Table 4.1. Hexachords generated by the superset (013568T).      
 
B Section 
Eliding with the end of the A section, the third “introductory” refrain statement by 
the basses and cellos (mm. 41–44), marks the beginning of the contrasting B section. This 
is a shorter interjection and does not follow the linear contour of the other two refrains. 
Siqueira chooses to not employ the heptachord (013568T) used in the previous two 
 
83 Normal form [7,8,T,0,1,3,5], therefore, in this case, no longer utilizing all notes from the white-note 
collection for which normal form is [E,0,2,4,5,7,9]. Consequently, this iteration represents a T8 
relationship to the previously employed (013568T). 
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refrains. Instead, he utilizes the pitches C–Db–F–Gb–Ab–Bb, of prime form (013578).84 
The viola, however, overlays its closing material on top of the previously exclusive 
octave unison bass line, adding the pitch Eb to the overall sonority, completing the 
recurrent heptachord. Here the heptachord’s normal form is [0,1,3,5,6,8,T].85 This present 
diatonic collection is a transposition by T5 from the previous refrain, and a T1 
transposition from the original (white-note) collection. 
 
Figure 4.12. Third refrain (left hand) overlaid by the viola part (right hand), 
demonstrating Siqueira’s choice to include the heptachord’s missing note in the viola 
part.   
 
 
The sonorities present in the B section starting in m. 44 are richer, filled with 
abundant variations of pitch collections. The contrapuntal texture persists as the violin 
and other voices continue to perform canonic procedures. Additionally, the harmony 
moves faster in this section; while in the A section groups of notes prevail for several 
measures, in the B section, there is a more complex motion in the harmony, including the 
presence of some mixed subsets. These aspects, including the increased chromaticism, 
 
84 This is a superset of the Trimodal pentachord (01357). See table 3.1. 
85 The fact that they have the same integer ordering of the prime form is coincidental. 
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lead to a more atonal quality in this section. 
The first phrase in the solo violin, mm. 44–47, states the main motive of the B 
section, once again utilizing all pitches of the (013568T) scale collection. The A- and C-
naturals function as ancillary notes in this case, thus, not being included among this pitch-
class set. 




In m. 46, Siqueira mixes a subset of the previously used collection in the solo 
with the pitches C–D–A–B in the accompaniment, leading to an enhanced atonal 
harmony. Although the harmony generated in this measure is foreign to the Trimodal 
System, we will notice two simultaneous pitch-class sets; the (01358) subset of 
hexachord Z in the solo, and the (0235) subset of hexachord Y86 in the accompaniment—
both Trimodal sonorities. 
 








The solo contours and structure become considerably different than the A section. 
It is now played in double stops throughout the whole B section, hence, substituting the 
melodic and lyric texture to a more complex and contrapuntal one. The new motive 
presented in mm. 44–47 is played in sixth intervals (major and minor), and will be 
repeated, yet modified, by the violin once again, and the bassoon.  
To understand this fugato treatment in this section we will have to focus on this 
motive. I will consider the top notes as the most important ones in order to characterize 
the melody, therefore, Bb–A–Db–Eb–Fb–Eb–Ab–Bb or, using the integer notation that 
would be T–9–1–3–4–3–8–T. 
In mm. 47–52 the solo violin repeats the same motive one octave lower. At this 
time, it does not move homophonically in 6ths intervals, instead we see a polyphonic 
gesture, where the melody is repeated by the lower string with the span of three beats, 
resulting in a canonic movement within the violin double stops. A small adaptation of a 
dotted quarter-note and eight-note figure in m. 50 is needed to make it to fit into the 
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current rhythm. The violin’s lower voice (m. 49) will be then doubled by the bassoon. 
See the extract from the orchestral score’s manuscript in that shows this canonic 
procedure. 
 
Figure 4.15. Orchestral score’s manuscript, mm. 46–50. 
 
In mm. 51–52, the violin’s upper voice restates a diminution of the main motive, 
promoting an increased chromaticism. This motion launches an upward sequence, mm. 
51–56, being followed furthermore by another sequence, mm. 56–58, now with a four 
eighth-note cell happening in each of the three descending octaves. It is possible to affirm 
that the melody part in this whole section (mm. 51–59) has centricity on Bb due to its 
pertinence in the composer’s writing by means of putting it as the first note in some 
measures and accenting this pitch in different octaves. Considering that the basses play a 




Figure 4.16. Solo violin with its upward and downward sequences. Squares marking the 
prominence of the Bb in mm. 56–59. 
 
Starting in m. 52 the Fb is in the bass for the majority of the B section, including 
the end in m. 64. The Cb then appears in the bass in m. 50 and mm. 55–58 once more 
validating the idea that the composer is utilizing common-practice components, if we 
consider the Cb-Ionian measures to work as the “quasi-dominant” of RM-II on Fb. 
 




Another pertinent motive is the minor-2nd, Eb–Fb, that happens first in the top 
voice in m. 45/bb. 2–3, being repeated several times later in different octaves—for 
instance, in mm. 53–54 and 55–56. The chords harmonizing this motion are minor-7th 
chords (0358) which slide up a half-step. This progression is further reutilized by 
Siqueira in the third movement.  
 
Figure 4.18. The half-step motion of the minor-7th chords (0358). 
 
 
The closing material of the B section begins in m. 59, repeating the same minor-
2nd motion. The violin harmonizes the cell in minor-6ths, Eb/G–Fb/Ab, alternating in two 
different octaves reinforcing the “quasi-leading-tone/tonic” motion over the Fb. The 
chord (0358), stacked as an Fb-major trichord with an added Db, is the chord that 




Figure 4.19. Closing material of B section demonstrating the prominence of Trimodal 
tetrachord (0358) in the harmony. Squares mark the half-step motion, in which the violin 




The A' section in mm. 65–75 is a reduced version of the A section. It begins with 
the cello/bass refrain, very similar to the first instance in m. 1, using the same scale 
collection, except it ends on the pitch C. The solo part is shortened, resulting in only one 
phrase, acting like a short coda. The violin is doubled by the clarinet in the second-half of 
m. 70, and repeated by the oboe in mm. 72–75. The F–E motive that occurred in the A 
section happens again in the same fashion in m. 67/bb. 2–3 in the refrain, in m. 71/bb. 1–
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2 in the solo violin, and in m. 74/bb. 1–2 in the clarinet. The pitch-classes present in this 
section are subsets of the hexachords X (024579) and Y (023579).  
The violin is centered on A in mm. 69–75, with an A-aeolian quality. The clarinet 
repeats the violin theme in mm. 72–75, however, finishing on E. The basses move from 
C–F in mm. 69–71 evoking once again a “dominant/tonic” relationship and overall 
centricity on F, utilizing the RM-II on F collection (F-Lydian), already employed in the A 
section. Interpreted through the Trimodal System, the last pentachord (01358) can be 
heard as an F major-7th chord with an added major-2nd (D) from its fifth. 
The movement is primarily centered on the pitch F, being RM-II on F (Lydian), 
the most utilized Trimodal mode. In the “a” subsection we see a concomitancy of modes 
being employed by Siqueira—DM-I on E (Phrygian) and RM-II on F (Lydian). In 
contrast, in the shorter “a'” subsection the composer utilizes one single mode, F-Aeolian, 
which is not from the Trimodal System. The textures differ in both sections. In the “a” 
subsection we primarily see the presence of melody and accompaniment—which is 
mostly triadic. On the other hand, the “a'” subsection exhibits a polyphonic treatment 
through canons. Throughout the A section there are centricities on the pitches A, D and E 
in melodic themes based on the C pentatonic scale—a feature that is widely present in 
Siqueira’s output. The most recurrent harmonies are derived from the diatonic collection, 
the heptachord (013568T), employed not only in the first, but in all four refrains. This 
heptachord will generate several other Trimodal sonorities, in which the hexachord X 
(024579) is very much present. 
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While the pitch center in the B section is more obscure, the prominence of Fb in 
the basses supports RM-II on Fb as being the main utilized mode. Siqueira also puts forth 
a more complex harmony, experimenting with different subsets of the X, Y and Z 
hexachords, exploring some atonal sonorities as well as utilizing different textures—all of 
which demonstrates more freedom in the compositional process. The sonority (0358), 
present in at least half of the B section, is a subset of all three hexachords. Additionally, 
other sonorities generated by the Y hexachord (023579) are more present in the B section 
than the A section, particularly, the subsets (0235) and (02359). 
 The A' section is comprised of only A’s first phrase. It contains the three more 
prevalent centricities (A, E and F) employed in the whole A section, and the composer 
makes more use of counterpoint, mixing aspects of subsections “a” and “a'.” Throughout 
the movement, even though Siqueira utilized atonal elements, employed residual 
common-practice, functional tonal relationships, and used a few scalar modes apart from 
his own system—the composer consistently made use of the sonorities and modes from 





SECOND MOVEMENT—CADÊNCIA (CADENZA) 
The second movement is written as a cadenza for solo violin with minimal 
participation of the accompaniment, consequently, the analysis of this movement will 
emphasize the linear quality of the music. Siqueira employs some of the main motives 
present in the first movement, giving them a more improvisational character. The cadenza 
is divided into three main parts. The first section is unmeasured with a free, 
improvisational character. The short middle section consists of two episodes that each 
begin with an accompanimental cluster. The final section is measured and combines 
material from the first two sections. 
The first part predominantly utilizes the white-note collection (013568T), with its 
main centricity on A (A-Aeolian mode).  The movement starts with the four first notes of 
the first movement’s main theme, A–G–A–C. This version is written in quarter notes in 
the violin’s lower voice, in rhythm augmentation compared with the first instance in the 
first movement. The theme is intercalated with major-2nd dyads, D–E, favoring the open 
E string, played in syncopated triplets. The use of open strings as drones is common in 
Northeastern Brazilian folkloric music. Siqueira draws influence from the rabeca,87 a 
Brazilian fiddle commonly played by local people in folk songs. The overall D–A–E 
relationship represents a quintal trichord (027), which is found in the Trimodal System 
and is prominent in this first part of the cadenza, with A–Eb as its axis of symmetry (see 
 
87 Marcos Antônio Marcondes, “rabeca,” in Enciclopédia da Música Brasileira: Popular, Erudita e 
Folclórica (São Paulo: Art Editora, 1977), 282. “A folkloric fiddle instrument that sounds by friction, 
a type of violin with popular appeal, also called rebeca.” 
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p. 4). The melodic material continues, moving to the top voice of the violin chords. 
Everything played so far is equivalent to the first movement’s first phrase, mm. 5–8/b.1. 
An arpeggiated flourish links the first and second phrases utilizing the hexachord X 
(024579) moving an upper minor-2nd, from A to Bb. The set is formed by stacked 
perfect-4ths, A–D–G–C–F–Bb. (The Bb will be addressed further in the analysis).   
 
Figure 5.1. Cadenza’s first phrase. 
 
In line 2, 88  the upper voice of the chords in the violin’s second phrase is 
equivalent to mm. 8–10 of first movement. The phrase is once again interrupted by the 
D–E syncopated dyad motive followed by a second arpeggiated interjection. In this 
instance, the arpeggio exhibits a larger range, on the other hand, it contains less pitches 
with Siqueira applying the Trimodal tetrachord (0257), a subset of both the X and Y 
hexachords. Although this tetrachord is a mixed-interval chord,89 it is clearly expanding 
on the D–E dyad motive and D–A–E relationship with the addition of the pitch G, now 
arpeggiating through major 2nds (G–A and D–E), rather than the stacked perfect-4ths of the 
first iteration. 
 
88 As the first half of the second movement is unmeasured, “line numbers” refer to the piano score as 
it appears in the Appendix. 
89 Kostka, Materials and Techniques of Twentieth-Century Music 2nd ed., 63. A type of chord in which 




Figure 5.2. Cadenza’s second phrase. 
 
In the following passage, lines 3–4, the texture changes, now being dominated by 
triplets. The composer is still using all notes of the white-note collection (013568T), with 
centricities on A, C and F, in each of the following musical cells. The repeated melody in 
the violin’s top voice utilizes the 2nd mode of G-pentatonic scale centered on A (A–B–D–
E–G). Despite this A centricity in the top melody, the chords where the A are accentuated 
are in fact F-major triads with the overall harmony centered on F. The motive is 
shortened and the composer alternates the pitches C–F in the lowest voice of the 
subsequent chords, setting forth another “quasi-dominant/tonic” relationship between 
those two pitches. 
 
Figure 5.3. Cadenza, lines 3–4. A, C and F as main pitches.  
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After the transition that alternates centers on A and C, and a short, ascending 
melodic passage played in 3rds and 6ths, the violin begins a sequence of quintal trichords90 
line 5. These quintal chords (027), D–A–E, C–G–D, Ab–Eb–Bb, G–D–A, exhibit an 
interesting parallel-5th motion.  
The trichord Ab–Eb–Bb contrasts with the others in the passage because it is 
comprised of pitches outside of the white-note collection. On the surface, this trichord is 
merely a T6 transposition of the D–A–E trichord which has played a central role so far. 
All (027) sets are inversionally symmetrical, which according to Straus (2005, 133) are 
sets that can map onto themselves under a TnI. In this particular case, T6I, the set 2–9–4 
(D–A–E) flips into 8–3–T (Ab–Eb–Bb), with the axis of symmetry of both sets formed 
by the pitches A–Eb. Straus explains this condition by stating that “An inversionally 
symmetrical set has an axis of symmetry, a midpoint around which all of the notes 
balance.” That being said, the “foreign chord” Ab–Eb–Bb actually demonstrates 
Siqueira’s coherence by generating it from the trichord A–D–E.91 The parallel 5th passage 
is interrupted by another occurrence of dyads, now played in sixteenth-notes and 
alternating between D–E and C–D—now emphasizing the violin’s open strings D and E.  
 
90 This is another example of quintal harmony being employed by Siqueira. It bears mention that the 
stacking of 2nds, 4ths and 5ths are prescribed in the Trimodal System, therefore Siqueira exploits the 
violin’s open strings.          
91 For more information about axis of symmetry or inversional axis, see Straus, Introduction to Post-




Figures 5.4–5. The trichord [2,4,9] flipped into [8,10,3] and both axes of symmetry 




Figure 5.6. Trichordal motion being interrupted by the dyads. Insistence in the Ab–Eb–
Bb and D–A–E relationship. 
 
The composer quietly echoes once more the recurrent triplet figure, in a new 
configuration reminiscent of a typical “horn-fifth” pattern. This passage is characterized 
by an E “drone” present in the top note of all the chords. Siqueira ends the passage with 
an ascending and descending glissando in perfect-5ths—from D4–A4 to D5–A5. This 
interval along with the drone on E form the three-note quintal relationship (A–D–E) 




Figure 5.7. Ending of the Cadenza’s A section with the same trichordal relationship as 
the beginning. 
 
The accompaniment makes its first interjection on line 8, playing a tetrachord 
cluster Ab–Bb–Db–Eb (0257), marking the beginning of the B section. This particular 
section is short, characterized by an improvisatory and lyrical passage played by the 
violin twice, transposed up a minor 2nd for the second iteration. The (0257) sonority, 
generated by the piano’s chord, had already been applied in the second improvisatory 
arpeggio, (see fig 5.2).92 The chord consists of scalar intervals {1,2,1}—a major-2nd, a 
minor-3rd, and a major-2nd—consequently not being a standard Trimodal stacking. As 
previously mentioned, there are multiple ways to interpret this kind of chord—for 
instance, it could be voiced in a secundal or quartal configuration—however, the chord 
utilizes the same pitches Ab–Eb–Bb introduced in the previous passage, preserving the 
quintal quality of the (027) chord progression, now with an added Db—a perfect-4th from 
the bass.  
The solo part starts with a melodic octave Bb4–Bb5, followed by a descending 
melodic contour which favors several minor-2nd intervals introducing a substantial 
amount of chromaticism—something not explored in this movement yet. In this short 
 




passage, Siqueira utilizes almost all twelve pitches of the scale, except for B and C, 
furthermore, he emphasizes the Bb, which is the starting and ending pitch as well as the 
only pitch played in three different octaves. One may recall that the pitch Bb was the first 
deviation from of the white-note collection in line 1. Another important pitch in this 
passage is the F, which is the only other half-note besides Bb, also representing the fifth 
degree of Bb—hence another “tonic/dominant” relationship. The long F and its following 
notes (Eb–Db–A–Bb) generate the sonority of prime form (01468), a pentachord set 
present in the Trimodal System. The same passage is transposed up a minor 2nd in the 
next line, therefore, the piano cluster now utilizes the trichord A–E–B with an added D. 
These melodic lines are characterized by the Bb–F–Bb and B–F#–B motions, and despite 
the prevalent use of chromaticism, they resemble the “tonic/dominant/tonic” relationship 
from the passage. 
 
Figure 5.8. The two episodes of the B section. 
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After these two episodes, the C section of the cadenza begins, now measured. The 
forte dynamic and the increased chromaticism, allied with more fully voiced chords in the 
piano, promote more tension. At this point the violin ascends to F6, so far, the highest 
note, followed by a downward sequence in the melody lasting for four measures and 
accompanied by an ingeniously crafted harmony in the accompaniment. In m. 1, the 
composer writes another (0257) chord stacked by perfect-5th, perfect-4ths and major-2nd 
intervals, hence a genuine Trimodal chord organization—this chord includes the piano 
part and the violin fifth D–A. The following five melodic notes in the violin part, F–E–
B–D–B, represent the model of the sequence and can be interpreted as a B diminished 
triad with an added perfect-4th over the root—resulting in another Trimodal sonority 
(0136). The first note of each iteration of this sequence overlaps with the last note from 
the previous one, for example, the last B in m. 1 is also the first note of the following 
iteration in m. 2. The following three sequences occur by descending tritones (T6). 
Another important aspect to be noted starting in m. 1/b.4 is the lower violin voice, 
comprised of four pitches in a descending chromatic motion—also a T6 transposition in 
the following two iterations of the sequence.  
Every instance of the sequence begins with a harmonic major-6th interval; 
however, in the original manuscript Siqueira breaks this lower voice sequence in m. 3 by 
tying its last lower pitch D to a D# in m. 4, thus promoting a minor-6th interval as well as 
breaking the chromatic four-note motion already mentioned. This alteration on the pitch 
D poses a question on whether Siqueira added the sharp sign on purpose, or if it was a 
mistake. It is arguable if the tied D’s are both natural, both sharp, or if they are indeed as 
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he wrote (D–D#). This work considers, however, that he decided to break the 
expectations in this instance by purposely writing the D–D# motion. Although this 
decision questions Siqueira consistency within the sequence, the fact that he writes the 
same D# in the orchestral score, piano score and violin part manuscripts, confirms that 
the altered note was not a notation mistake.  
Considering both the piano and violin parts, Siqueira used the full white-note 
collection (013568T) in m. 1. Additionally, the bass moves up a tritone (C–F#) in 
contrary motion to the descending tritone (F–B) in the violin sequence in mm. 1–2. The 
piano’s left hand preserves the recurrent quintal quality in m. 2 with the pitches F#–C#. 
An inconsistency emerges between the piano score and the orchestral score, also in m. 2. 
The pitches in the piano manuscript are F#–G#–A#–C#, while in the orchestral score 
there is an added D# played by the cellos. Although it is not possible to confirm 
Siqueira’s intent to purposefully omit the D# in the piano reduction, I find it necessary to 
include the note in the new edited score proposed by this work. The pitch D# completes 
the F#-pentatonic scale (1st mode), F#–G#–A#–C#–D# (02479), which represents the use 
of the all black-note collection in the piano, directly contrasting with the previous 
measure where all members of the white-note collection were employed. Thus, the set 




Figure 5.9. Violin sequence mm. 1–4. Violin sequence by descending tritones and 
complementary sets. 
 
The violin plays an ascending transition in triplets formed by three musical cells 
in mm. 5–7, with each one comprised of six notes in 6ths. In each of these musical cells, 
Siqueira employs all members from the diatonic collection (013578T). The first cell, m. 
5, contains all pitches from the diatonic collection transposed to the F#-major (Ionian) 
scale, keeping the F# centricity from m. 2. This represents a tritone transposition (T6) 
from the white-note collection.93 Both the second and third cells, mm. 6 and 7, utilize the 
diatonic collection transposed to the E major (Ionian) scale. The pitches in the prominent 
upper voice form an E-pentatonic scale reinforcing a E centricity throughout the 
transition. This passage is marked with an accelerando and crescendo, promoting an 
anxious feel that will culminate in the sostenuto in the last dyad.  
 
93 The white-note collection—diatonic collection T0—remains as the main reference due to its 




Figure 5.10. Mm. 5–7, transition passage.  
 
The piano returns for one single accompanimental chord in m. 8, and for the first 
time the overall dynamic is fortissimo, marking a new peak. The pentachord played by 
the piano is stacked in a standard Trimodal way, with scalar intervals {1,1,3,1}, resulting 
in the pentachord C–D–E–A–B of Trimodal set (02357). The violin launches another 
sequence, now in a descending direction. These arpeggios contain pentatonic collections 
stacked mainly by perfect-4th intervals. All of the pentatonic scales are in the third mode, 
which means that their centricities are on the 3rd scale degree. To determine the 
pentatonic scales centricities, I accounted for the pitch of each arpeggiation’s arrival note, 
B–F#–C#. Thus, the scales utilized are, G-Pentatonic with centricity on B, D-Pentatonic 
with centricity on F#, and A-Pentatonic with centricity on C#. This succession of 
pentatonic scales results in a perfect-5th transposition (T7) between each instance. The 




Figure 5.11. Mm. 8–9. 
 
Siqueira fills the violin melody with even more pentatonic collections in mm. 15–
16. Now the C#-Pentatonic scale, is utilized in both measures, with centricities moving 
from A# to D#. In this way, the first pentatonic scale is in the 5th mode (A#) while the 
second is in the 2nd mode (D#). Siqueira affects this A#–D# motion, another “quasi-
tonic/dominant” relationship, so that the D# is smoothly placed at the end of the 
movement, moving up to two octaves and finishing with a sustained harmonic at the 
conclusion. This particular three-octave ascent is very similar to the ending of the first 
movement, in that case on the pitch A. The reason behind Siqueira’s choice for this D# 
centricity can be interpreted as a neighbor-tone/leading-tone to E, which is the pickup 
note to the third movement.  
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Figure 5.12. End of the cadenza, mm. 13–17. “Quasi-dominant/tonic” motion, A#–D#.  
 
The second movement, Cadência, is filled with multiple variations of the diatonic 
collection. These are represented by the C-Ionian, RM-II on F (F-Lydian), in the A 
section, and F#-Ionian, E-Ionian in the C section. Pentatonic collections are also strongly 
present in the A and C sections. Examples are the G, F#, D, A and C#-Pentatonic scales, 
with a wide variation in their centricities, enriching the harmonies and melodies. A 
considerable amount of Trimodal sonorities, in turn, are found in the movement, for 
instance, right at the beginning with the (027) quintal trichord, recollected in several 
other passages—additionally, we will have the quintal tetrachord (0257). Other Trimodal 
sets include (0358), (0136), (02479), and the hexachord X (024579). The piano chords 
also respect Trimodal stacking possibilities, demonstrating Siqueira’s intention to 
implement the system in the movement. Although there is no Trimodal modes used 
(except for the residual RM-II on F), and the B section with the two episodes also not 
having enough Trimodal elements, we can conclude that the Trimodal System was 









 The term Folguedo is derived from the Brazilian Dança Dramática (dramatic 
dance), which in turn, was coined by Brazilian writer and musicologist Mário de 
Andrade. Dança Dramática relates to dance celebrations that emerged at the end of 
eighteenth and beginning of nineteenth centuries, when Brazil was still a Portuguese 
colony. These celebrations are characterized by chants and dances reflecting genuinely 
Brazilian folk traditions, following the form of the suite.94 Marcondes states that after 
1947, Brazilian folklorists started to use the expression Folguedo to refer to the style.95 
This new, Folguedo term, became more popular and more diffused among composers, 
musicologists and academic researchers after the second half of the twentieth century. 
Andrade, in his book “Danças Dramáticas do Brasil” (The Brazilian Dramatic Dances), 
states that dramatic dances are the most representative style of Brazilian popular music 
and explains: 
I unite under the generic name of “dramatic dances,” not only the danced parties 
that develop a dramatic action per se, but also all collective dances that, in 
addition to obeying a given traditional and characterizer theme, they respect the 
formal principle of the suite, in other words, a musical work constituted by a 
series of several chorographical pieces.96  
 
 
Andrade also discusses the origins of these dance celebrations, affirming that 
depending on the dramatic dance, they may have their roots in many different types of 
 
94 Marcondes, Enciclopédia da Música Brasileira: Popular, Erudita e Folclórica, 282. 
95 Ibid.  




popular cultural manifestations, such as some choreographed and chanted processions by 
indigenous, Christian, and African peoples. He also mentions the Iberian influence 
through religious villancicos, as well as through old festivities that celebrated the victory 
made by the Christians over the Moors. 97  Although the Folguedos are part of the 
Brazilian folklore as a whole, it is in the Northeastern region that those are mostly 
celebrated.  
In the concertino’s third movement, Siqueira applies musical features related to 
the characteristics mentioned above. Although the movement can be seen as through-
composed, the title suggests the structure of a suite, where different dance themes are 
presented and repeated. The tempo marking is Allegro Deciso, not too fast but able to 
provide a dance-like character in compound duple-meter (6/8), and contributing to the 
uplifting spirit of the Folguedo. Both the violin and the accompaniment have a more 
laborious task in this movement due to the technical skills required. Larger register usage, 
leaps, elaborated rhythmic figures, fast passage work and arpeggios, along with a great 
number of altered notes, are aspects that are substantially more present in this movement 
than in the previous two. The conversational character between the violin and the piano, 
with themes that are repeated and modified among them, also contribute to a more 
intricate texture. The predominance of the violin over the accompaniment, so present in 
the previous movements (with the exception of the B section of the first movement), is 
now replaced by a more polyphonic style, where the piano gains a stronger role as 
protagonist, creating more balance between the two parts. 
 
97 Ibid., 33. 
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The accompaniment drives the dance character with a rhythmic pattern in 
compound meter. Although Siqueira wrote this motive in a compound duple meter (6/8), 
the opening passage can actually be heard in triple meter (9/8), with the first beat of m. 2 
acting as the third beat of m. 1. This happens due to the organization of the voices in the 
piano’s left and right hand, and also the melodic contour of the violin. Consequently, this 
creates a hemiola with two measures of three beats each, instead of three measures of two 
beats each, in mm. 1–3. Siqueira is playing with the listener’s expectations here by 
provoking this ambiguous sense in the meter of the passage. 
 
Figure 6.1. Third movement, mm. 1–3. 
 
Despite the imposition of the triple hypermeter, the written duple meter still has 
primacy.98 In this three-measure motive, both hands of the piano part alternate roles in a 
quarter-note/eight-note rhythmic ostinato (♩♪). This pattern starts in m. 1 with the left 
hand playing the quarter-notes on the strong beats—first and second—and the eight-notes 
initially being played by the right hand then by the left hand (L–R–L–L). In m. 2, 
 
98 Furthermore, the duple meter generates motives that will be utilized by the composer later. 
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Siqueira flips the role of the hands in a reverse pattern, (R–R–L-R). Superimposed on 
this, m.1/b.2.–m.2/b.1 directly relates to m. 3 (L–L–R–R), ending the three-measure 
phrase in balance. This three-measure rhythmic pattern occurs five times throughout the 
A section (first dance); mm. 1–3, mm. 4–6, mm. 7–9, mm. 10–12, and mm. 13–15, with 
the last iteration being truncated in m. 15. The natural accents occurring on the strong 
beats are mostly played by the left hand—four in the left against two in the right—in each 
of the three-measure motives. The piano reduction follows the bifurcation of the 
orchestral score, with the “left hand” representing the cellos and basses, and the “right 
hand,” the violas, and first and second violins. 
 
Figure 6.2. Piano part, mm. 1–3. Three-measure motive showing rhythmic relationships.  
 
The A section, mm. 1–19, is centered on the pitch C, primarily utilizing the white-
note collection (C-Ionian mode). The accompaniment presents a C-major triad with an 
added major-2nd from the bass (D), resulting in a tetrachord with the prime form (0247), 
which is a subset of the often-utilized C-Pentatonic collection, excluding the pitch A. The 
stacking is made of a perfect 5th and 4th in the left hand (C–G–C), with a cluster of major 
2nds in the right hand (C–D–E) (see fig. 6.3). In the second phrase, m. 7, Siqueira also 
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employs the (0247) set in the piano, however, omitting the third of the chord (E) and the 
added D—replacing them with the pitches F and A—which results in an F-major triad 
with an added major-2nd from the root (G). The chord is stacked in the same intervallic 
fashion as the previous one, with the right hand cluster now being formed by the notes F–
G–A. This movement (C–F) represents an ascending perfect-4th transposition (T5) in the 
accompaniment, also happening in the violin melody (which is not always the case). 
Despite this new (0247) collection on F (F–G–A–C), the left hand maintains the same C–
G–C stack, preserving the overall centricity on C.   
 
Figure 6.3. Comparison between mm. 1 and 7. Different sonorities keeping the centricity 
on C. 
 
 In this movement, focusing on motive is a fruitful approach due to the prominent 
use of motives that are repeated in different sections, which relate to each other. The 
violin melody, mm. 1–3, starts with three slurred eight-notes per beat, promoting the 
dance-like character typical of a Folguedo. This eight-note motive in m. 1 will be called 
x. In addition, the motive in mm. 2–3, will be called y.99 The melody is formed by the C-
 
99 The motive y and its variants will be utilized several times throughout the movement, demonstrating 
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Pentatonic scale (02479), as seen in the accompaniment. The motion in m.2/b.2 and m. 3, 
formed by the chord D–A–G slurred to the E, results in the quintal tetrachord G–D–A–E, 
prime form (0257). Although the actual pitch G is placed two octaves higher than in the 
quintal structure, these are the same notes of the violin’s open strings. The open strings 
D–A–E, furthermore, evoke the Northeast Brazilian folklore traditional way of playing 
the rabeca. The melody is repeated in the piano in mm. 4–6, with a fuller texture, 
demonstrating musical dialogue between the soloist and the accompaniment.  
 
Figure 6.4. Violin first phrase and motives.  
 
In the second phrase, mm. 7–13, the melody is transposed up a perfect-4th with a 
different melodic contour and pitch-class collection—now formed by a Trimodal 
pentachord of pitch-class set (02357). The descending arpeggiated melodic figures, m. 
10–11, form a new motive that will be called z. This z motive is comprised of the pitches 
of hexachord Y (023579) in m. 10, and the D-Pentatonic scale centered on F# (3rd mode) 
in m. 11. The ascending motion in motive y' predominantly utilizes pitches from the 
whole-tone scale WT0.100 In addition to the interaction of motives z and y', the composer 
 
the rationale for his overall, duple-meter choice.  
100 WT0 refers the whole-tone collection that has the pitch C: C–D–E–F#–G#–A#. WT1 is the 
complementary whole-tone scale which has C#: C#–D#–E#–G–A–B. As these pitches can be 
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implements an interesting phraseological duality between the violin and the 
accompaniment in mm. 10–13. The piano maintains the steady three-measure motive 
resulting in 3+3 measures, with the last one being truncated. On the other hand, the 
motives played by the violin divide the passage into 2+2+2 measures. 
 
Figure 6.5. Motives and phrase structure between the violin and piano.  
 
 In the closing material of this first section, mm. 16–19, the composer launches a 
syncopated figure reinforced by sforzandos, marking the off-beats and causing a sense of 
misplacement of the strong beat. Both the syncopation and the F centricity will remain 
predominant throughout the next section (B). 
 Siqueira plays with the simultaneous use of different time signatures in the B 
section. Starting with the pick-up to m. 20, the melody in the piano’s right hand switches 
to a simple duple-meter (2/4), while the left hand remains in compound duple-meter 
 
enharmonic respelled, it is useful to refer to them using integers. Thus, WT0 = 0–2–4–6–8–T and 
WT1 = 1–3–5–7–9–E. 
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(6/8), continuing the syncopated ostinato rhythmic pattern initiated at the end of the A 
section. This time signature issue, however, is not a classic example of a polymeter. Here 
both time signatures are in duple meter—simple and compound. Kostka supports this 
idea by stating: “Remember that the simultaneous use of 2/4 and 6/8, for instance, is not 
really a polymeter but instead a polydivision of a single meter.”101 The rationale on 
implementing the polydivision in this case is to highlight the melodic line—which is 
clearly heard in simple duple-meter—against the insistent syncopated motion in 
compound meter in the accompaniment. Andrade states in his book Ensaio Sôbre a 
Música Brasileira (Essay on the Brazilian Music) that “if the meter of our [Brazilian] 
dances, in general obey a Brazilian obsession for the binary meter, on the other hand, the 
rhythms and movements are extremely varied as well as the character.”102  One may 
conclude, therefore, that Siqueira uses the same meter with different divisions to 
emphasize the different characters of both voices. One should not use the equating of 
eighth-notes between 6/8 and 2/4, which would affect a metric modulation. The composer 
makes clear to the performer that the tempo of the dotted quarter-note in 6/8 equals the 
quarter-note in 2/4. The fact that the melody starts with the pick-up in m. 19 in the right 
hand, still in 6/8, emphasizes even more this equality of tempo. Finally, from a notational 
standpoint, polydivision avoids the utilization of abundant triplet or duplet marks in the 
music.  
 
101 Kostka, Materials and Techniques of Twentieth-Century Music 2nd ed, 122.  
102 Mário de Andrade, Ensaio Sôbre a Música Brasileira 3rd ed. (São Paulo: Livraria Martins Editora 




Figure 6.6. 2/4 and 6/8 polydivision. 
 
 The B section is harmonically and melodically based on the pentatonic collection 
(02479) as well as its subsets and supersets. Additionally, we can find sonorities derived 
from hexachord Y (023579). The main centricity switches to F, with an alternation of  
RM-I on F (F-Mixolydian) and RM-II on F (Lydian) as the main scale collections. The 
accompaniment in the orchestral score is formed by the tetrachord F–G–A–C (0247), the 
same subset of the pentatonic scale employed in the A section’s accompaniment. In the 
piano reduction score, however, this tetrachord is not complete, because the piano is 
playing the melody with the right hand, omitting the F–G–A cluster (as seen in fig. 6.5). 
These right-hand clusters return when the violin repeats the melody in mm. 29–31. The 
melody in the piano, mm. 20–25, is played in parallel major and minor triads (037) in 
first inversion, with the root in the upper voice. When the violin repeats this melody in 
mm. 25–30, it is played in triple-stops, doubling the triadic roots and omitting the fifth, 
due to the instrument’s idiosyncratic nature. If we account for the bottom and top voices 




Figure 6.7. Violin entrance, mm. 25–29. Clusters back to the piano’s right hand and 
Trimodal sonorities employed.  
 
 In mm. 34–37, Siqueira writes a contrasting transition with a different pitch-class 
collection, utilizing more chromaticism, now with all voices in simple triple-meter (3/4). 
This passage is marked by a sequence in the violin in which the second iteration descends 
a minor-3rd (T9), and the following two iterations descend a minor-2nd (T11)—the last 
two in a truncated manner. In the last instance in m. 37, the composer breaks the pattern 
of the recurrent melodic major-2nd/diminished-3rd intervals between the second and third 
beats, by substituting a minor-3rd interval. Even as subtle a break in pattern as this is 
enough to bring a sense of closure to the sequence. In the orchestral score, this melodic 
sequence in the solo violin is doubled by the flute and clarinet, with the clarinet at the 
lower octave, and harmonized by the oboe, transposed down a minor-6th (T4). Curiously, 
Siqueira decided to not include the woodwinds part in the piano reduction, merely 
keeping long notes with the quintal trichords (027), stacked by 5ths, 4ths and 2nds, in both 
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hands. One may conclude that in the reduction, Siqueira decided to give a more soloistic 
role to the violin with no other voices doubling or interacting. Additionally, keeping the 
quintal chords in both hands ensures that this sonority will be distinctly heard by the 
listener. As in the solo violin line, the piano chords also descend in a minor-2nd chromatic 
slide. 
 
Figure 6.8. Violin Sequence mm. 34–37.   
 
 Another dance of different character marks the beginning of section C, mm. 38–
62, presenting a simple-duple meter in all voices (2/4). The harmony once again is 
centered on the pitch C, utilizing the C-Ionian mode. The motives in mm. 38 and 40, 
played by the piano’s right hand, recalls the first movement’s violin motive, G–F–E, from 
m. 7. The first of the three-note motive puts forth an ascending, melodic 7th leap, similar 
to the opening motive, altering the interval of the major-7th to that of a minor-7th. The 
second statement in m. 41, while intervallically altered, also follows the same contour. 




Figure 6.9. Motives in first movement m. 7, and third movement mm. 39–41. 
 
Siqueira employs an interesting, telescoping phrase structure in the C section, 
mm. 38–62. The section is primarily formed by two phrases with an extension, phrase c1 
in mm. 38–47, c2 in mm. 48–58, and a transition in mm. 59–62. The c1 phrase, 
completely played by the accompaniment, is divided into two sub-phrases, c1a in mm. 
38–43 (2/4), and subphrase c1b in mm. 44–47 (6/8). These subphrases in turn are 
subdivided into two-measure units, (c1a = 2+2+2, and c1b = 2+2). The c2 phrase is a 
varied repetition of c1, now with the violin playing the melody. 
The first subphrases of each phrase, c1a and c2a, are related and both in simple 
duple-meter. Additionally, both follow a two-measure format (2+2+2), first presenting 
the modified statements of first movement’s motive (2+2), mm. 38–41 and 48–51; 
followed by a modified y motive in simple-duple meter in the final two-measure units, 
mm. 42–43 and 52–53, respectively. In subphrase c2a, mm. 48–53, Siqueira moves the 
main scale collection up a tritone from the C-Ionian of c1a, arriving on Gb-Ionian in m. 
50, with the modified three-note motive from the first movement (B–A–G in m. 48) being 




Figure 6.10. Phrase c1, subphrase c1a. Opening motive and y motive in duple meter. 
 
Figure 6.11. Phrase c2, subphrase c2a. T6 transposition of the opening motive, and the 
modified y motive in duple meter.  
 
In contrast, the second subphrases of each phrase, c1b and c2b, are in compound 
duple-meter.103  Moreover, the differences between subphrases c1b and c2b are more 
considerable. Subphrase c1b, mm. 44–47, is comprised of motives z (mm. 44–45), and y' 
(mm. 46–47). The y' motive in the piano’s right hand, and accompaniment in the left 
hand, now both emphasize the whole-tone scale (WT0). The elongated and significantly 
modified subphrase c2b, mm. 54–58, also contains an ascending motive z (mm. 54–55), 
with its characteristic stacked perfect-4ths, a new z' motive in descending sixteenth-notes 
 
103 The alternation the “a” and “b” subphrases illustrates once again the use of polydivision between 
simple and compound duple-meters. 
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(m. 56), and motive y'' (mm. 57–58). The pitch class collection of the y'' motive is 
modified as well. In this instance, instead of the whole-tone WT0 collection, Siqueira 
uses the WT1 collection in most voices of the accompaniment, moving in ascending 
motion. The only voice that still maintains the WT0 collection is the top voice in the 
piano’s right hand—which is equivalent to the first violin section. In the orchestral score, 
these voices are all played pizzicato by the strings. The voices that play the WT0 
collection are stacked in 2nds, generating a mildly dissonant sonority. Vertically, these 
clusters result in the Trimodal pentachord of pitch-class set (02458), an augmented triad 
with added major-2nd and perfect-4th from the root—a sonority not yet found in this piece. 
The original piano score manuscript presents several copy mistakes in this ascending 
whole-tone motion compared with the orchestral score, all of which are corrected in the 
edition present in this work.  
The sonorities and collections also differ between subphrases c1b and c2b. In c2b, 
mm. 54–57/b.1, the violin travels through a considerable variety of pentatonic collections 
on Db, Gb, Ab and G, with respective centricities on Eb, Ab, C and G. These centricities 
form a major-7th chord (0158), another Trimodal sonority. The piano part, mm. 54–56, 
contains the black-note pentatonic collection (Gb) with centricity on Bb (3rd mode) due to 
the prominence of Bb in the bass. The accompanying chord is based on a Trimodal 





Figure 6.12. Phrase c1, subphrase c1b. 
 
Figure 6.13. Phrase c2, subphrase c2b.  
 
The final transition passage is also subdivided in two-measure units (2+2), and is 
comprised of a fusion of motives x and y', recalling the beginning of the movement. This 
passage employs tonal practices. Siqueira utilizes pitches from the B-major scale, 
implying chord progressions typical from the tonal system, reinforcing the idea of a tonal 
passage—something not seen in the piece so far—ending on a “half-cadence.” The strong 
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beats follow a quintal relationship between pitches B–F#. 
 
Figure 6.14. B-major section. 
 
 A more rustic and markedly dance-like rhythm launches the D section starting in 
m. 63. The melody in the violin in mm. 63–69 is characterized by a predominance of 
sixteen-notes and chromatic, dissonant leaps. The upper notes in the violin sixteenth 
motive are actually ancillary notes, forming inverted-mordants, and not being part of the 
main collection used—this new motive is called w. The harmony is predominantly filled 
with pitches from the B-Pentatonic collection with centricity on D# (3rd mode), due the 
strong D#’s in the bass. This duality of B–D# illustrates once again the 3rd relationship in 
this movement. The culmination of this passage happens in m. 67, where Siqueira utilizes 
the w motive an octave higher than its original appearance in m. 63. Finally, the 
descending melodic motion in the violin by perfect 4ths and 5ths, starting with the last 
three sixteenth-notes in m. 67, employs the B and E-Pentatonic scales, also related by a 




Figure 6.15. Beginning of the D section. 
 
Following the cascading canonic passages of the first movement, Siqueira 
implements elaborated canons in the E section of this movement, in mm. 76–82, 83–89 
and 100–103, generating interesting melodic/horizontal aspects and associated sonorities. 
These canons were originally written in the orchestral tutti passages, and to better 
envision and understand these canonic treatments, a deeper look into the orchestral score 
is necessary. First, the piano is not able to reproduce the four separate phrases played by 
the strings; second, the piano part does not include the woodwinds canons mm. 80–82 
and 87–89. The first half of the E section is subdivided into two canonic passages, “e” 
(mm. 76–82), and “e'” (mm. 83–89), the last one being a transposed repetition of “e.” 
In both subsections, each of the four string voices (with the basses doubling the 
cellos), play a four-measure motive with the entrances one measure apart, totaling seven 
measures. Siqueira follows a descending order in the canon, starting with the first violins, 
then the second violins, violas, and cellos/basses. The passage begins with a 9/8 measure 
in m. 76. The following measures are all in duple-meter 6/8, therefore, the subsequent 
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entries have to start on the last beat of the previous measure to complete the three-beat, 
ascending minor 3rd, ♪♩♪♩♪♩ figure. These overlapping figures cause a stretto-like 
effect with the voices piling on top of each other. The collections used are centered on the 
pitch B, and alternate between B-Pentatonic in the first violins and violas, and B-Ionian 
in the second violins and cellos/basses. In subsection “e',” mm. 83–89, Siqueira moves 
from one centricity (B) to two, alternating between D and A, retaining the modal switch 
from Pentatonic to Ionian, resulting in a double switch; D-Pentatonic in the first violins 
and violas alternating with A-Ionian in the second violins and cellos/basses. The B–D 
relationship is another manifestation of Siqueira’s motivic use of the interval of a 3rd, and 




     Figure 6.16. String canons in subsections “e” (mm. 76–82), and “e'” (mm. 83–89). 
 
Concomitantly with the strings, another canonic treatment happens in the 
woodwinds in mm. 80–82 on “e” subsection. This one is comprised of a two-measure 
melodic motive, played in pairs, flute/oboe and clarinet/bassoon—also with the entrances 
one measure apart. The first melodic iteration, mm. 80–81, utilizes the Trimodal 
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tetrachord (0237), in this case a G#-minor triad with an added major-2nd (A#). The 
second iteration, mm. 81–82, repeats the same figure, however utilizing the Trimodal 
tetrachord (0247), now a B-major triad with an added major-2nd (C#), creating another 3rd 
relationship (G#–B). The same canonic motion is transposed in the “e'” subsection, mm. 
87–89, with a B-minor triad with an added C# (0237) appearing in the flute/oboe,104 and 
a D-major triad with an added E (0247) in the clarinet/bassoon, with the 3rd relationship 
now moving B–D. Additionally, the transposition between subsections “e” and “e'” 
occurs by ascending minor-3rds, G#–B and B–D.  
 
Figure 6.17. Woodwind canons in subsections “e” (mm. 80–82), and “e'” (mm. 83–85). 
 
Due to the inherent limitations of a piano reduction versus a full orchestral score, 
Siqueira primarily employs the entries of the canonic voices, focusing on the first violins, 
 
104 Although the flute/oboe lines in mm. 87–88 is not present in the piano reduction, a comment bears 
mention. The D#’s in m. 88 are probably a mistake. To keep the “e'” motive as an exact transposition 




second violins, and clarinet/bassoon in the right hand, and the cellos/basses in the left 
hand. He chooses to only use the lower wind entrance in mm. 81–82, skipping the first 
entrance in m. 80, and completely ignoring the wind entrances in mm. 87–89. While this 
is a valid choice for the piano reduction, it would make the entire passage more coherent 
by using the lower wind entrance in mm. 88–89, creating parity with mm. 81–82, and 
setting up the new section that continues this motive. 
 
Figure 6.18. Comparison of Siqueira’s reduction with proposed change. 
 
Further in the E section, the strings engage in one more canon with a similar 
approach to the previous ones, in mm. 100–103. Now each part plays a two-measure 
motive filled with different pentatonic scales. This motion is ascending starting from the 
cellos/basses with each entrance being one beat apart, reinforcing even more a stretto-
like character in the passage. The scale collections chosen are B-pentatonic for the 
cellos/basses, A-Pentatonic for the violas, E-Pentatonic for the second violins, and D-
Pentatonic for the first violins. Not coincidentally, these centricities form the prominent 




Figure 6.19. Strings canon in the piano reduction with circles marking the entrances. 
 
The woodwind motion included in the new piano reduction in mm. 88–89 is 
repeated in the upper notes of the right hand in m. 90. This passage, mm. 90–93, displays 
a distinguishing harmonic motion based on diatonic collections (013568T). This 
progression moves by ascending major-2nd intervals through collections of D, E and F# 
Ionian in each measure. Compared to the diatonic C-Ionian collection in the beginning of 
the movement, these represent a T2, T4 and T6. On the other hand, the centricities in 
each of these measures are represented by the lowest and accentuated notes, G–A–B, 
resulting in a Lydian quality or Trimodal modes RM-II on G, A and B. The violin also 
respects the major-2nd ascending sequence playing three quintal tetrachords (0257) 
moving up in parallel motion. The following passage, mm. 94–99, presents a piano 
episode with paired chords descending in parallel motion by major 2nd of tetrachord 
(0358), voiced as minor-7th chords in first inversion. This chord progression was already 
explored by Siqueira in the B section of the first movement, illustrating once again the 





Figure 6.20. Sequence by ascending major-2nds. Use of Trimodal modes. 
 
Figure 6.21. Piano episode with descending paired, parallel chords. 
 
In mm. 104–111 there is a new, rustic dance section, F, which contains some 
rhythmic resemblance to section D, and is characterized by major-9th leaps in the violin. 
The accents on the lower C’s of the violin part put forth a 3/4 meter against the 6/8 meter 
in the piano’s left hand. The passage acts as a transition moving back to the return of the 
section A in m. 112. This section can be further divided into two phrases, with the second 
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phrase repeating the same material of the first, a minor-2nd lower. The harmony is once 
again filled with pentatonic collections, with the right hand characterized by ascending 
scales favoring major-2nd intervals. The B-Pentatonic collection over G#, which begins 
the passage, moves to a Bb-Pentatonic collection over the G-natural in m. 108. Due to the 
prominence of these pitches in the bass, both pentatonic scales are in their 5th mode. The 
bass moves up a perfect-4th from G–C, in a “quasi-dominant/tonic” motion, emphasizing 
the return of the A material. This concluding A' section, mm. 112–131, also incorporates 
material from previous sections. 
 
Figure 6.22. Second phrase of section F. G–C “quasi-dominant/tonic” motion.  
 
The A' section recalls motives x, y, and z as well as their variants. Many forms of 
pentatonic scales are used and a great amount of chromaticism is employed, for instance, 
in a modified y'' motive, mm. 123–125. Special attention needs to be paid to m. 126 (fig. 
6.23), which is filled with the z' motive. The material in this measure is generated 
utilizing the Trimodal sonorities, the pentatonic collection (02479) and the quintal 
tetrachord (0257). The violin and the piano’s left hand play a succession of three contrary 
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motion arpeggios, utilizing pentatonic collections organized in perfect-4th intervals. (The 
last notes of the piano’s arpeggios are embedded in the top notes of the right-hand 
clusters.) In addition to the inverted contour between these voices, the scales employed 
are a major-2nd apart, generating a complex texture. On the first beat, the scales used are 
the G#/F# pentatonic, on the second beat, G/F pentatonic, and on the third beat, F#/E 
pentatonic, respectively in the piano/violin. It is interesting that the chromatic descending 
motion of the collections occurs in both the violin and piano, while the gestures 
themselves are arranged in contrary motion. Moreover, each pair of pentatonic scales 
form a single diatonic collection, resulting in the C#-, C-, and B-Ionian scales—in turn, 
following the same chromatic descending motion. The centricities of the three collections 
found vertically on each beat—the two pentatonic scales and the diatonic collection—
have a quintal relationship to each other, for instance, on b. 1, F#-Pentatonic, C#-Ionian, 
and G#-Pentatonic (027). Moreover, the downbeats on the second and third beats form 
the quintal tetrachord (0257). Siqueira pursues this intricate harmony in this measure in 





Figure 6.23. Chromatic sequence in m. 126.  
 
The rustic w motive of section F returns in a modified statement in m. 127. This 
dance-like gesture favors the open E and D strings. (The same dyads, C–D/D–E, also 
occur in the same fashion in the Cadenza, demonstrating the cyclical nature of the 
elements.) The accompaniment, centered on C, launches ascending chromatic scales 
played in perfect-5ths in mm. 127–128, contributing to the climatic feel of the end of the 
piece. The solo violin passage is also centered on the pitch C, bringing one last ascending 
melodic pentatonic scale, which drives the energetic and uplifting dance to an end. The 
movement finishes with the same scale collection as its beginning, the C-Ionian mode. 
The final chords are marked by another “quasi-chromatic-mediant,” III7–I progression—
E-major-7th chord to C-major triad with an added D (0247). The ending clearly 
demonstrates Siqueira’s Trimodal system, with added-note harmonies, coupled with 





Figure 6.24. End of the third movement. Trimodal sonorities sets with a “quasi-tonal” 
view. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
We can conclude that the third movement demonstrates Siqueira’s intention of 
mixing a great diversity of compositional elements. It is possible to notice chromaticism, 
quasi-tonal relationships, triads or tetrachords with added notes, Trimodal sonorities, 
Trimodal chordal stacking and mainly, one of his most prominent features here, the 
pentatonic collections in many varied ways. All of these aspects are put together with the 
folkloric approach of a typical Brazilian dance form, the Folguedo. The suite here is 
formed by a succession of different sections with each one representing a distinctive style 
of dance. Nonetheless, Siqueira utilizes clear motives that are repeated throughout the 
piece and are recalled in separate sections or dances—an aspect that gives a cyclical 
character to the piece. Additionally, Siqueira consistently employs the diatonic collection 
(013568T) at various transposition levels, as seen in all of the movements. It is noticeable 
that the movement is not based primarily on the Trimodal modes, even though he clearly 
uses some Real and Derivative modes in specific moments. He maintains, however, a 
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discerning use of Trimodal sonorities and chord stackings, demonstrating a commitment 









VIOLINISTIC ASPECTS OF THE CONCERTINO 
FOR VIOLIN AND CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
 
 
The concertino was debuted by violinist Adolpho Pissarenko105 on August 10, 
1974, in the Sala Cecília Meireles, (Cecilia Meireles Hall), Rio de Janeiro, in a concert of 
the Orquestra de Câmara do Brasil (Brazilian Chamber Orchestra), also founded by 
Siqueira, conducted by the Portuguese maestro Silva Pereira (1912–1992). On September 
10, 1979, the concertino was performed a second time in the same hall, with the same 
orchestra and soloist, with Siqueira as conductor. Since then, the concertino has not been 
played, nor has it ever been edited or recorded.  
This work presents a revised edition of the concertino’s piano reduction, as well 
as the violin part. Editorial decisions were made by balancing the information in 
Siqueira’s manuscripts and Pissarenko’s annotations in the violin part, along with a 
consideration of contemporary violin practices. As Pissarenko had a close relationship 
with Siqueira, it leads to the conclusion that the changes made by the violinist were 
endorsed by the composer. Although I draw a good amount of influence from this 
primary source, the revised version in this work does not include every suggestion made 
by Pissarenko. The main concern was to seek the composer’s intention, favoring musical, 
phraseological and agogical aspects of the piece. Other than fingering and bowing 
choices, the revised edition includes adjustments to dynamics and articulations. The main 
 
105 Pissarenko was the concertmaster of the Brazilian National Orchestra and the Brazilian Chamber 
Orchestra, and personal friend of Siqueira. Due to a lack of information about his family’s history, it is 
not possible to establish his exact dates. 
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purpose of this chapter is to provide interpretational guidance towards the concertino 
utilizing established concepts of violin playing. This process will consider both right- and 
left-hand techniques as well as tone production, concisely organized by technical subjects 
with examples. 
Son filé106 should be extensively used in the melodic first movement, contributing 
to an intended cantabile character. Siqueira marks the violin part “c/surdina” (with 
mute) for the entire movement for tone purposes, evoking the Nocturne genre feel. The 
main purpose of employing son filé is to contribute to the continuity of the sound, 
therefore, the bow changes have to occur smoothly. At the beginning of the first 
movement, mm. 5–11, the player has to pay considerable attention to the last portion of 
the bow stroke on each bow change, connecting to the next one, also making sure to 
respect the piano dynamic. Moreover, it is important that this passage be played at a 
sounding point closer to the fingerboard, with more bow speed than pressure, in order to 
provide a dolce and pure sound.  
A planned bow distribution is paramount to achieve the intended result of an 
uninterrupted sound with no unintentional accents. In m. 7 for instance, the down bow 
utilizes the lower-half until the end of the second beat. The player then has to release the 
pressure of the bow to articulate another down bow (without retaking) on the third beat, 
now in the upper-upper half, connecting to m. 8, where the whole bow is utilized in the 
long slur. In mm. 9–10, I choose to utilize more bows, while maintaining the continuity 
 
106 Carl Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing Book One, translated and edited by Eric Rosenblith (New 
York: Carl Fischer, 2000), 46. “The ‘spun’ note. We are using this term for a bow stroke which is 
sufficient duration to have a ‘singing’ character. Its duration might be as short as one second or as 
long as fifteen seconds.” 
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of Siqueira’s phrase marking. 
 
Figure 7.1. First movement, mm. 5–11. Passage with son filé being employed. 
Indications of lower-half, upper-half, and whole-bow. 
 
Trichords in fifths are an unusual feature of the second movement. Siqueira writes 
a passage of the Cadenza (fig. 7.2), filled with quintal sonorities and perfect-5th motion, 
evoking Northeastern-Brazilian folkloric music, and the regional sound of the 
rabeca. These trichords are played by breaking the chord into a 2+2 string 
configuration—the lower and intermediate strings moving to the intermediate and higher 
strings. The lower notes are attacked before the beat, immediately crossing to the higher 
strings which fall on the beat. The player uses the same finger to play the overlapping 
5ths, being the 3rd finger on C–G–D, and naturally the 1st finger on Ab–Eb–Bb. The finger 
is first placed on the lower notes in a more naturally rounded shape, gently sliding to the 
higher pitches, flattening the finger as the bow crosses the strings. This slide in-between-
the-strings motion needs to be subtle—the finger needs to be released, yet should not be 
completely lifted from the strings, which would cause an interruption in the sound.  
 
Figure 7.2. Second movement, lines 6–7, trichords in fifths.107 
 




Another notably challenging chord passage, for both left and right hands, occurs 
in mm. 25–33 of the third movement (fig. 7.3). Parallel trichord motion in this passage 
evokes the folkloric character of regional festivities (Folguedos), employed in the 
movement. This is, nonetheless, probably Siqueira’s least idiomatic passage for the violin 
in the whole concertino, hindered by the addition of the slurs. In order to make it more 
feasible to play, one should separate the bows within the slurs, resulting in one different 
bow for each chord. To keep a slurred quality, however, these chords should be broken 
into the 2+2 fashion. In keeping with the legato character, the player should connect the 
chords as much as possible, with smooth breaks and bow changes, as well as maintaining 
a steady sounding point. The attack of each chord on the lower strings has to come before 
each beat.  
Concerning the left hand, the fingering mostly consists of 3–1–2, from the lower 
to the higher strings, favoring the use of shifts rather than an alternation with a 4–2–3 
pattern. The left hand should assume a more concave shape with the wrist pointing 
outward and the elbow to the right, so that the fingers do not touch other strings—
especially for players with wide fingertips. This posture of the left hand and arm results 
in straightened 1st and 2nd fingers, which touch the strings with the left side of the 
fingertips. The 3rd finger is also stretched, but with a more centered fingertip placement, 
and should be slightly lifted after each chord. In mm. 31–33, however, due to the 
sequence of eight-notes, the 3rd finger should not be given a full lift, with only the finger 
pressure released, touching the string superficially for the sake of the continuity in the 
passage. One should focus on the succession of 6th intervals, with 1st and 2nd fingers to 
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guide the shifts, keeping the hand relaxed.  
 
 Figure 7.3. Third movement, mm. 31–33. Trichord motion.  
 
The tetrachords present in the concertino should be played in the 3+2 fashion, the 
three lower strings are attacked by the bow, moving to the two higher strings which will 
resonate for the majority of the indicated duration, with the A string present in both. Line 
4 of the second movement, however, presents some tetrachords in a piano dynamic. In 
this case, the chords should be played in an arpeggiated manner, with the attack before 
the beat and in the upper half of the bow. As the dynamic increases, the player may start 
to break the now trichords in the standard way.  
 




In contrast, the tetrachords in the sequence in mm. 90–93 of the third movement 
are played on the beat. This happens due to the fast tempo and consequently the short 
length of the sixteenth notes. The four notes are played only on the downbeats, with the 
remaining sixteenth-note perfect-5th intervals played only on the A and E string with the 
4th finger. To reinforce the accents on each beat, one should play all four notes of the 
downbeats as simultaneously as possible.    
Repeated sixteenth notes lead to the use of a short détaché. The upper arm is 
activated when executing the chords, however, only the forearm is needed for the 
sixteenths in the middle area of the bow. Carl Flesch (1873–1944) states that a fast 
détaché should be played closer to the fingerboard for clearer sound.108 Due to the rustic 
character of the passage and the increasing forte dynamic, however, one should utilize the 
sounding point close to the midpoint between the bridge and the fingerboard. 
Consequently, the right hand should exert a steady pronation to keep the bow on this 
sounding point. Despite the forte and crescendo indications, the right fingers and wrist 
should maintain the amount of flexibility necessary for a free and relaxed stroke, 
contributing to the resonance of the sixteenth notes. 
 
Figure 7.5. Third movement, mm. 90–93. On-the-beat tetrachords and short détaché. 
 
 
108 Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing Book One, 121. 
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Although Siqueira indicated the bow stroke as “saltellato” (sautillé) in mm. 74–
75 of the third movement, I believe that the stroke for this passage is in fact a short 
spicatto. The change in the note values on each cell, from sixteenth- to eighth-notes, 
demands more action from the 4th finger to control the bow stroke. The sautillé would not 
need this control to work,109 but is better realized by having a continuous sixteenth-note 
passage starting on the string, resulting in a natural bouncing motion. To achieve the 
intended crisp sound in the passage, however, the player has to perform the passage 
starting from the air, with the vertical motion prevailing over the horizontal for a more 
percussive character. To avoid a monotonous feel in these two measures, a suggested 
indication of mezzo-forte and crescendo was added for interpretational purposes. The 
passage should start in the middle of the bow, gradually moving to the lower-half, closer 
to the frog, as the dynamic increases. A new impulse should be employed on the down 
bows at the beginning of each rhythmic cell for an ideal articulation.  
 
Figure 7.6. Third movement, mm. 74–75. Short spicatto passage. 
 
Vibrato is another determinant contributing component to the singing-like 
character in the beginning of the first movement. A continuous, equal and medium-speed 
 




vibrato is preferred. Note that although the vibrato is continuous, not necessarily every 
note should be vibrated. Some notes may be initiated without vibrato, adding the feature 
gradually as the player increase the bow speed accordingly with the phrase, for instance, 
the note A in m.8/b.1 (see fig. 7.1). A wider and more energetic vibrato, in turn, has to be 
employed at the forte attack in m. 15. With the support of the bow closer to the bridge, 
the accent effect is achieved with a wide and fast vibrato at the moment that the note (D6) 
is hit. After the attack, the vibrato naturally narrows for the rest of the note, although not 
losing its intensity and maintaining a fast speed. At this point, the player wants to achieve 
a ringing sound, reverberating the violin harmonics. This more energetic vibrato is 
suggested throughout the whole passage in forte.  
 
Figure 7.7. First movement, mm. 15–16. Energetic fast vibrato, wider (W) at the attack, 
narrowing (N) for the rest of the note. 
 
 
Extension of the left fingers also contributes to the cantabile result in the first 
movement. This feature is used to mask shifts and to not disrupt the phrases. Some 
passages, for instance, need to be played on the same string for color purposes. When 
reaching a higher note out of the natural position, however, the player does not 
necessarily need to shift. The initial passage (mm. 5–6) of the first movement serves as 
an example. One should play all of mm. 5–6 on the D string, beginning with the 2nd 
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finger on A, with the 3rd and 4th fingers reaching the notes C and D by extension, going 
back to the 3rd finger on B (in third position.) It is crucial that the thumb does not move, 
which would characterize a shift and ruin the intended musical result. In this case, the 
thumb anchors the hand in the third position for the sake of the continuity of the sound, 
requiring more flexibility by the left-hand fingers. The wrist moves from a neutral to an 
outwardly bent or curved state while playing the notes in extension. Galamian calls this 
motion “half-shift.”110 On the other hand, an actual shift only occurs in m. 7, moving to 
second position with the 2nd finger on the first beat on the note G (fig. 7.1). The following 
example, figure 7.8, demonstrates the same motion happening in m. 33 on the fourth 
position on the A string. In this case the right hand is anchored in the fourth position on 
the A string, half-shifting to a “fifth” position to play the notes Ab and Bb with the 3rd 
and 4th fingers. The actual shift occurs when Eb is played with the 2nd finger in m. 35. 
The violinist may find additional passages in the piece in which this feature is approached 
with the same intent. 
 
Figure 7.8. First movement, mm. 33–35. Example of “half-shifting,” while the thumb is 
anchored in the fourth position.   
 
 
110 Galamian, Principles of Violin Playing and Teaching, 25.  
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 A noticeable extension occurs in the third movement in mm. 52–53. The left 
hand should ideally be in second position in m. 51 to prepare the hand for the outer notes 
Eb4 and Db6 in m. 52, where 1st and 4th finger extensions are needed. The perfect-5th Eb–
Bb should be touched by the left side of the 1st finger in a particularly flat way, while the 
4th finger stretches to reach the Db. The thumb, also straight, needs to be placed below 
the violin neck, and the elbow has to move to the right, facilitating the fingers’ lower 
joints to open. After playing the Eb–Bb, the player may lift the 1st finger, giving more 
room for vibrato on the longer Db with the 4th finger. It is important that the player does 
not try to force the 4th finger to reach the Db from the first position, which may cause 
tension and discomfort. Although I included an alternative fingering in the final version 
in the Appendix, with the 6ths played in the third position, the preferred fingering would 
be in the second position, alternating fingers 2–3 with 3–4 and preparing the hand for the 
tenth extension. (More details on how to approach double stops and especially sixth 
intervals are further addressed in this chapter.) 
 
Figure 7.9. Third movement, mm. 50–53.  
 
The “retarded shift” 111  is also a subject worth mentioning, since it strongly 
contributes to the fluidity of the sound, and avoids any unwanted noises. According to 
 
111 Galamian, Principles of Violin Playing and Teaching, 25. 
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Galamian, this type of shift occurs in the following manner, “The finger is first stretched 
to a new note outside of the position in which the hand is resting at the moment, and after 
the stretched finger is placed on the string, the hand follows thereafter into the new 
position.”112 This technique is frequently employed in the concertino, for instance, in the 
third movement in m. 126. The motion starts in fifth position, with the 1st finger on F# on 
the A string. A descending arpeggio is played in restez, arriving on the A# on the D string 
with the stretched 1st finger. Consequently, the hand immediately and naturally assumes 
the new position, repeating that same pattern in the two subsequent instances of the 
sequence, contributing to its smoothness.  
 
Figure 7.10. Third movement, m. 126. “Retarded shift” sequence.  
 
Portamento is another technique that should be employed in the concertino for 
purpose of interpretation. It is an expressive feature, utilized to approximate the violin 
sound with the human voice. The moments to employ the portamento vary according to 
the performer’s interpretation and musical choices. First, a distinction between 





confused. In a broader perspective, Flesch asserts that a glissando is any unintentional 
glide sound originating from a shift caused by technical reasons; “I propose that the 
technical shift be called glissando and the expressive shift portamento.”113 
When a composer intentionally writes glissando (to be further addressed), they 
want all, or the majority, of tones in between the two boundary notes to be heard. That 
can occur either by a continuous slide or by a sequence of individual chromatic notes in 
the case of a “chromatic glissando.” Usually, a written glissando between two notes on 
the same string is played with the same finger, and the bow pressure should not be 
released during the motion. Portamento, on the other hand, is a motion between two 
notes, in which a discrete but intentional slide is played for artistic purposes—usually 
utilizing an intermediate note. The bow pressure is kept steady only during the early 
portion of the motion. According to Flesch, there are two types of portamento, “the one 
executed by the finger of the beginning note ‘B’, and the one executed by the ending note 
‘E’.”114  Both Flesch (2003, 19) and Galamian (2008, 27)115  add that there might be 
occasions, however, when a player chooses to use slide in both the beginning and ending 
notes in the execution of a portamento.  
In the second movement, line 10, we have an example of the “B” portamento. 
Both notes, Bb’s, are played on the A string, with the 1st finger gently sliding up to the 
intermediate note (F), in order to reach the higher Bb with the 4th finger. Notice that a 
moderate bow pressure is necessary at the beginning of the up-bow motion to make the 
 
113 Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing Book One, 14. 
114 Ibid., 15. 
115 Although the editions utilized are respectively from 2003 and 2008, the books were first released in 
1924 and 1962. 
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portamento audible and intentional. If a non-intended slide is heard just for the sake of 
the shift, this is considered a natural glissando. In the following phrase, line 11, I suggest 
that the B-naturals, also up an octave, should be played on two strings, with the 1st to 2nd 
finger, for the sake of variation, resulting in a more resonant and open color.   
 
Figure 7.11. Example of a “B” Portamento. 
 
An example of “E” portamento, not played on the same bow and on different 
strings, occurs in the second movement in m. 12. When utilizing two bows, the “E” 
portamento has to be performed with the second bow. Thus, the last note of this passage 
(A#) is reached through a slide with the 2nd finger. The arrival of the crescendo on a long-
note in forte with the 4th finger would not be ideal, hence, utilizing the second finger is 
preferred. Reaching the note by portamento, furthermore, adds a variation in the pattern 
of the passage, mm. 10–12, avoiding monotony. This fingering choice concurs with that 
given by Pissarenko.  
 
Figure 7.12. Second movement, mm. 10–12. “E” portamento.  
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Written glissandi, in turn, are also present in the concertino. In this case, the slide 
is not a matter of interpretation, but an effect conceived by the composer. In the second 
movement, line 9, there is a sliding motion from the perfect-5th dyad D–A up to an octave 
in harmonics, going back and forth three times. This passage denotes a contemporary 
approach in Siqueira’s writing. After starting with open strings, the player should use the 
2nd finger for the slide, starting as low as possible. The left-elbow should conduct the 
movement, and the hand should be relaxed. The 2nd finger starts in a more rounded shape 
with reasonable pressure, gaining a more stretched shape with less pressure, as the hand 
reaches the higher positions. The gradual lightening of the finger pressure is a common 
practice for every glissando, however, being more accentuated in this instance as the 
arrival dyad is in harmonics. The finger and elbow behave in the opposite way in the 
descending motion. From an interpretational standpoint, one should play these glissandi 
at a moderate pace—not too slow and not too fast. In addition, the slides should happen 
in a more equal and gradual speed, only slightly speeding up when close to the highest 
notes, contributing to the crescendo marking. Also, bow pressure should accord with the 
crescendo and decrescendo indications by the composer. The passage starts with a down 
bow, changing to an up bow in between the third and fourth dyads. 
 




Another instance of glissandi, now involving string crossing, happens in mm. 70–
73 of the third movement. The glissandi in this passage are also written in double 
stopped, perfect-5ths. The player then uses one finger to slide on the G–D strings, 
changing to another finger to continue the motion on the A–E strings. In this particular 
passage, the distance to be covered is too long considering the short rhythmic values, 
hence, not allowing all tones within the slide to be heard. Consequently, in m. 70, the 
player should start sliding with the 2nd finger on the G and D strings, rapidly switching to 
the 3rd finger on the A and E strings. It is important that the slide should be well 
distributed in between both lower and higher string pairs in the ascending motion. In the 
descending motion, however, the slide is dominated by the finger 3rd finger on the A and 
E strings arriving directly on the lower notes, B–F# with the 2nd finger—the 2nd finger 
does not slide in the descending motion. In mm. 72–73, the same principle is applied, 
now with the 1st and 2nd fingers. 
 
Figure 7.14. Third movement, mm. 70–73. Glissando in more than one string.  
 
 There is one instance of left-hand pizzicato in the second movement, line 2. It is 
questionable why Siqueira decided to utilize this element, while he could simply write a 
right hand pizzicato, accomplishing a more resonant sound. Nonetheless, I decided to 
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precedes the pizzicato is Bb5, played with the 4th finger on the E string. The same finger 
needs to be ready immediately after to produce the left-hand pizzicato. With this in mind, 
the player should take the necessary time to properly pluck the A string with the 4th finger 
for a clear sound. To avoid the 4th finger hitting the E string while plucking the Bb on the 
A string, the player needs to press a perfect-5th Bb–F with the 1st finger. In this way, the E 
string is lowered, giving more room for the player to properly press the 4th finger against 
the fingerboard and pluck with energy. 
 
Figure 7.15. Second movement, line 2. Left-hand pizzicato.  
Double-stops are in considerable number in the concertino, for instance, in the B 
section of the first movement. In this passage, Siqueira employs a combination of thirds 
and sixths, with more prevalence of the later. To better perform a sixth interval, the left 
arm should be in a neutral position, while in thirds, the arm should assume a rotated 
position.116 This arm-rotation occurs to the left, while the elbow may move to the right.  
According to Flesch, the two ways to execute a passage with sixths are by using 
the same fingers in glissando, or by means of finger exchange.117 The consecutive use of 
sixth intervals can be challenging to be performed on violin. The motion of sixths by 
glissando can sound overwhelming. When this motion involves finger exchange, it may 
 
116 Paul Zukovsky, All-Interval Scale Book Including a Chart of Harmonics for the Violin. 
(Milwaukee, G. Schirmer, Inc., 1977), ii–iii.  
117 Flesch, The Art of Violin Playing Book One, 121.  
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not sound natural due to the gap between the intervals that happen in the process, which 
can cause unwanted, extraneous notes. Flesch, therefore, established some standard 
practices regarding the motion by sixths using finger exchange: “In general, the ordinary 
fingering should only be used when the finger, which has to be moved from one string to 
another, can do so straight across (perfect-5th), and does not have to be moved up or 
down at the same time (diminished or augmented 5th).”118 He also adds that major-6ths at 
the distance of a minor-2nd should be played by alternating fingers 1/3 and 2/4, and 
minor-6ths at the distance of a major-2nd should be played by alternating fingers 1/2 and 
3/4.119 I opted, however, to utilize the alternation of fingers 1/2 and 3/4 in every finger 
interchange.  
 A distinct chromatic motion between two minor-6ths, however, happens in mm. 
61–64, at the end of the B section in the first movement. The motion occurs between the 
sixths G–Eb to Ab–Fb, on the G and D strings. To avoid a foreign sound in the motion of 
a lower 1st finger from the Eb on the D string to the Ab on the G string, one should use 
the 2nd finger on Eb with the open G, resulting in the fingering 0/2–1/2 in the motion. 
Although unusual, this fingering helps the legato result between the two dyads. To avoid 
the back of the hand touching the peg when doing the 0/2 (G–Eb) in half-position, the 
wrist should be bent inwardly, smoothly moving back to the neutral position when sliding 
to the 1/2 (Bb–Fb).   
 
118 Ibid., 122. 






 This present work is intended to pay tribute to Brazilian composer José Siqueira. 
For this purpose, I recognized his efforts in support of the Brazilian musical community, 
and by presenting his musical styles, I positioned the composer as a prominent nationalist 
composer with an enormous catalogue of compositions for the most varied genres and 
configurations. Additionally, we could see the difficulties that the political regime in 
Brazil imposed on the composer, erasing his name and output from history. I have also 
endeavored to raise awareness of the need to preserve the culture in Brazil. This work 
also demonstrated Siqueira’s engagement in researching Brazilian folklore, especially in 
the Northeast. His ethno-musicological fieldwork proves his seriousness and outstanding 
role in this issue. 
This study primarily focused on Siqueira’s Concertino for Violin and Chamber 
Orchestra through the lens of his Trimodal System. For this goal, I performed a detailed 
analysis of the concertino from a post-tonal perspective. I utilized set theory in order to 
find coherence in the pitch-class sets employed by the composer. The analysis utilizes the 
methodology proposed by Brazilian clarinetist and scholar Aynara Silva, in her Master’s 
thesis (2013), where she listed the 45 prominent sonorities found in the Trimodal System.  
 Siqueira, himself, did not mention any of his concertinos as pieces in which he 
used the Trimodal System. Through this analytical work, however, one can observe how 
the System is applied to his compositional practice, across his compositional periods and 
styles. Siqueira, even unintentionally, utilized substantial elements from his system in the 
violin concertino. The first movement, although with a more universal approach, employs 
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at least three of the Trimodal modes. He also applies multiple Trimodal sonorities and 
demonstrates his tendency to expand his system by utilizing supersets, such as 
hexachords and the heptachords (diatonic collections.) The second and third movements 
demonstrate Siqueira’s richness in compositional elements. Beside the Trimodal 
sonorities and chord stackings, he incorporates creative and contemporary techniques. 
The pentatonic collection, also included in the Trimodal System, is pervasively used, 
either melodically or harmonically, throughout the whole concertino. In addition, the 
recurrence of themes and motives throughout the three movements demonstrate a cyclical 
character in the piece. All the aforementioned aspects show Siqueira’s meticulous craft 
and creative flexibility, especially present in this compositional period. This work, 
therefore, opens a new field of investigation for further scholars, researchers and 
performers, regarding the relationship of the Trimodal System with Siqueira’s 
concertinos. 
This work also accomplishes its intent in contributing to fill the gap of scholarly 
papers about Siqueira’s violin repertoire. Beyond the craftsmanship with which the 
concertino is realized, the musical result stands out. The concertino marks its stamp as a 
distinguished addition to the Brazilian violin repertoire of the second-half of the twentieth 
century. The mixture of a lyrical and more intricate texture in the first movement, 
associated with significantly idiomatic violin writing, represents an invitation to the 
player and the listener. The folkloric and yet universal approach in the second movement 
evokes Siqueira’s region of origin, enriched by compelling sonorities and double-stops. 
His contemporary approach blended with Brazilian folkloric elements is also remarkably 
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employed in the original and uplifting third movement. Here, the violin writing demands 
even more from the player’s technique, exhibiting a mixture of regional and virtuosic 
qualities.   
In order to address some of the technical challenges found in the violin part, and 
to indicate my musical choices, I have addressed the violinistic aspects of the concertino. 
The intention was not only to provide guidance on the technical issues, but primarily, to 
contribute to an ideal realization of the piece’s musical meaning. Not limited to this 
piece, however, the technical aspects listed are also directed to the violinist who wishes to 
better understand and approach certain established concepts of violin playing, 
supplemented by some extended violin techniques.  
Finally, as fruit of this study, I present a revised edition of the concertino’s piano 
reduction and violin part. The engraving and editing process was informed by a detailed 
comparison of the manuscripts of the violin part, orchestral score, and piano reduction. In 
addition to correcting some notation mistakes in the piano reduction, this process 
required my personal input, making musical decisions for the edition based on harmonic 
and melodic coherence. (Editorial comments are included in the analysis chapter.) 
Moreover, the new violin part presents my own editorial indications for bowings, 
fingerings and articulations, enhancing its playability and idiomatic qualities. This 
editorial work, furthermore, accomplishes the goal of making the piece more accessible, 
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